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PUBLISHED

CATRON COUNTY,
VOL.9

RESERVE ADVOCATE

IN '.
N. M.

DOLLARS

TWO

A

YEAR

CATRON

RESERVE,

COUNTY.

NEW

MEXICO, JULY

1.

SMILE

AND THE

WORLD SMILES

WITH YOU

NO NEED OF WEEPING
NO. 10

1922,

BASE BALL

Bob Maxwell pitched and Jonny
cuerpo tomo un recreo hasta retornadas por el.
Reed
viernes el 9 de junio a las 8 A
45.
Box
caught for the singles while
No
Distrito
Lake.
MARRIED MEN
Ira Bruce and Jack Dean played
M cuando se ruhfo todos present
Emil Blanknagle
elevado
the same positions for the mar
es como antes.
vs
casa
vacas
$200.oo y 2oo
ried men.The game was umpired
District No 47.
MEN
SINGLE
$4,6oo.oo
B. Smith. Smith has fully!
Diamond Bar Cattle Co.,Silver
'1 played a game of base ball by N.
Fidel Armijo
3o
elevado
recovered.
.
vacas
M.
Citv N.
elevado 49o
I belonged to Ben Lusks nine,
acres" $9oo.co
Beginning with this issue this paper will be under a new man $ll,270.oo
E.J. Windsor elevado 38 vacas The crowd was feeling jolly
Diamond Bar Cattle Co.. Hugh $874.oo
agement and its columns will b6 devoted to the bterst of the enure
And the weather is was foine.
county and to its development.. We invite your hearty co operation Hodges, Mgr.elevado en 35 cab,
Jno. Jones Quemado
elevado A more splindid lot of players,
Let us get together as one big family. Our interests are one anH $875.oo
Never could be found
2oa D. F.land $600.00
our developement and growth will depend uponjthe harmony and
LOST Tool Kit containg a com
Moeollon Mines Co., care of m'plementos $lo.oo
Whin the omnibuses
landed
unselfishness with which we work together.
3. J. Kidder. G.M. plant. $30, 000.
pleate set of linemans and switch
Candelario Chavez elevado 33 That day upon the ground
We should not make the mistake of believing that being so isoboard tools. $10.00 for return of
vacas $759.00 y 6 cab.
$150.
The game was qnibkly started
lated generally throughtout the country that the outside world is
Mer. 00
M. E. Coates elevado
same.
They sint me to the bat.
not interested in our affairs and development for such is not the
R. H. H6ffman.
El cuerpo tomo un recreo hasta I
made two strikes, says Lusky
$2,000.oo
one
and
in
state
counties
the
the
richest
case. We have one of
las
doe
Magdalena, N. M
de la, cual hora se reunio What are you
The Glenn Land & Cattle Co,
striking at?
which will stand development and which will attract the investor
W. M.Irvin of Socorro was
Mr.
como
con'todes
antes.
presentes
I made the third, the
Pinos Altos. N. M. elevado 536
catcher in Reserve
If we will work together for the general good and uplift of. the vacas $12t828.oo
this week,
No 53 Alma
District
muffed
Mrs. H. W. Herrick and dauentire county. Let us all pull together regardless of race, creed or
No
District
56
Biirsom
And
to'the ground it fell.
Distrito No 22
'
ghter. Miss Sarah returned to
,
politics.
Geo. Salome elevado
I run like the divil to first
.16o
base, Reserve afteJ
several weeks in
Frank Hubble elevado ll.ooo acres $320.oo
We invife correspondents from each section of the county and
When the crowd begun to yell.
Socorro.
we shall be glad to print any items 6f interest to the section from ovejas
$48,700 y l.o90 vacas
District No 57Fairveiw
'
Slide Jimmy, Slide!
Mr. and Mrs. A. H. Douglas
which they are sent or any news items of interest to the entire $25,o7o.00
,
El Cuerpo tomo un recreo hasta
'
Yourrunnin's
a
e
news
disgrace.
or
of
items
other
&
eorrspond-encwill
elevado
We
having
Watson
Andrus
Magdalena were guests of Mr.
appreciate
county.
el sabado. lo de Junio a las ocho
and Mrs. J. A, Simmons this
at the Reserve post office bv Saterday night. All correspond- m eerco $300. oo y prop, pers de la mna a cual hora se reunio Slide Jimmy, slide!
Stay there, hold that base!
week.
8 cab. $200. oo con todos
y
ence must be in by Tuesday night.
$l,000.oo
presentes como antes. If some one does'nt stale
Mr. A. G. Whittier,
State
ya,
40
160
burros $200.oo
y
y
Distrito 55 Datil
You will also take notice that
ir
is
Auditor
week
the
Yer
$704.oo
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE
spending
batting does'nt fail ya
unless you enter your appearance ovejcs
EduardoB.
Sanchez elevado Wa'll take
oi
the
Reserve
Otta E. Watson elevado 40
checking'
pooka
to
SEVENTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT JDF
yer
Australia,
in said cause on or before the
50 vaca $1, 150.00
.
the different county office3 ano
Sb'de Jimmy, slide!
acres regadio $1200.oo
THE STATE OF NEW MEXICO IN
19th
of
Selso
day
Angost,1922 judgeArmijo reducido 5oo
that he finds them all in
eleavdo
AND FOR THE COUNTY OF CATRON.
Aragon
Melquiades
'Tmas in the second inning reports
ment will be rendered against
acres $1,000.00
Bank
condition
I4oo
National
of)
good
$4'H).oo
The First
Mqa y eqpt
y
von by default. The names of
Jose Y. Aragon elevado 12oo They called me in, I think
)
John Joerns, School Auditot
ovej as $6,160.oo
Magdalena, a corporation,
To come and take the catcher's
the attorneys for the plaintiff
ovej as $5,28p.oo
checked the books of the County
Plaintiff,)
$l,28o.oo
propraia.
y
place
are W. B.
Bunton
El Cuerpo tomo un recreo hasta
and Fred
41.
School Superintendant this week
No.
vs.
W. s. t ullerton
elevado casa
he went to get a drink.
While
and
officr
Iheir
dia
de
3o
Nicholas,
1922
pout
las
a
junio,
lo
Defendant.
At a meeti' g called for the
A. J. Harper,
$1,000.00
de la mna en cuyo timepo ellos The balls they came so swiftly,
NOTICE OF SUIT. and business addresses are So
El cuerpo tomo un recreo hasta
by the County School
purpose
New 1
se reuniran como cuerpo de Sure I could' nt see at all,
corro, and Magdalena,
of aU district!
To A. J. Harper, defendant.
30 pm en cupo tiempo Be reunio
Superintendant
And the second one that came
Mexico,, respectively.
escuchar
igualamieoto
a
para
a
school
the
notified
that
You are hereby
con todus presentes como antes.
budget for
That way broke me muzzle, nose, boards,
In Witness Whereof. I have
as
los
de
apelaciones
now
is
the
term
There
was
papadores
and
next
filed
N
M.
been
No
shaped.
23 Datil
District
suit has
and all
hereunto set my hand and affixed
de tasacionque han sido elevados
of
were
Court
District
in
Co
and
the
Red
present:
Cattle
Land
River
pending
the seal of said court this, the
el
School Dist. No
raised on pers.property $l,000.oo por asesor y el cuerpo de igu Slide Jimuy slile! etc.
the Seventh Judicial District of 23rd
1922.
of
alamiento'
June,
day
que se consideran Those who failed for any reason J. B. Porter
in
and
the State of New Mexico,
El cuerpo de igualamiento del
A. T. Chavez.
estarinjuridos. En este tiempo y to attend the ball game Sunday Ab Alexander
for the County of Catron, cause
Condado de Catron, N. M. ha no en
Clerk
Ex
and
Officio
County
ingun atro se deperan played between the married men 3ud
No. 41. on the civil docket of said
Spurgeon
dicha considerar
convenido en elevado
of
Clerk
the
District
of
Court
the single men missed
apelaciones ante el and
Court, in which the First Nation Catron
Holiiman
Walt
en
en
sus
terrenoB
compania
entertainment worth
County, New Mexico.
while I.
'
Cuerpo del Igualameinto.
al Bank t.f Magdalena, a corpora53
T.AI.lred
licho condado a una suma en sus
W. D, Newcomb
Perhaps the most sensational
By
are
and
you
B.
).
Baca
tion, is the plaintiff
Quemado
terrercs ?umo la que se paga per
play of the game was made by
Deputy.
Dist. 37
defendant; that the general
los dcm
Jim Jones when he captured s k. O.Reynolds
pagadores de tasacion
" 37
Will Laney
nature and obieets of said suit
de:V
el
'sua
en
condado
to
terienos
field.
Jim
tjn
center
fly
proved
EXECUTOK'S
NOTICE.
follows:PUBLIciTION.
as
are
NOTICE FOR
tasteo, lo tantd resvulvase por
charges made by many of hh
To whom it may concern:
The plaintiff seeks to recover Department of The Interion U.S. estas presentes que el cuerpo de
friends
that he is hard headed by
is
Notice
herby given that the
del Condado de undersigned was on the 2th day of catching a number of flies on his
judgmenton a. promissory note Land Offi.ee at Las Cruces New igualamiento
dated Novmber 5, 1920, due six Mexico. June 14. 1922,
Catron.N. M. ha elevado a dicha Juno, 1922,by the Honorable District head.
months after date, calling for Notice is hereby given that compania en cuarenta y siete Court of the Seventh Judicial District
Tony Chavpz played a good
the principal sum of $2,102.43. Nellie Carrejo, Aragon New mil ocho cientos quarenta acres of the State of New Mexico, in and game but found
altogether too
the
for
of
catron,
duly
County
appointand bearing interest at the rte Mexico who on August 20, 1917, de un peso a una avaluacion de ed executor of the estate
in the field.
stumps
many
of
Patrick
of ten per cent per annum from made homestead Entry no. 016744 ilos pesos por acre
Bob Maxwell tried hard tr
McKeefry, deceased; therefore, any and
date of maturity until paid, on fortheSl-- 2 SW1 4 NW1 4; SI 2
El Sr Frank Hubble protocolo all persons having claims against said catch a bird
flying over mistak
which there is now due the NW1-- 4
SW14 NW14; SW1 4 con el Cuerpo una carta rhan- - estate are hereby notified to present the ing it for the ball which at the
those
who
are indebted to
'NW1-4- ;
SW1-principal sum $1,237 52, together NE14
Wl 2 ifestando que el hacia hoelacion same; and
same moment had been knockec
the estate are likewise
to
with interest amounting to $283. N Wl 4 SW1-4- ; Wl-- El-- NW1-de la accion tornado por el Cuer- settle their indebtedness inrequested
from the hard bat of Ira Bruce
the
manner
38, making the aggregate total SW14;
NE14 NE14 NW1-po en ha her puesto se avaluac- and within the time prescribed by law. But Bob consoled himself when
due on May 10, 1922, the sum of SW14; NW14 SW1 4 SW1-4- ;
Dated at Magdalena.New Mexico, guyed about with the
ion en las ovejas de $4 40, y en
sMt
$1520.90; and also upon a certain Wl 2 NE1 4 SW1-SW1 4
)
terrenes de temporal cultivados this 10th day of June, 1922.
ment thathe felt a bird in hand
D.
JOHN
November
dated
FRASER,
promissory note
Section 6 Township 4 S. Range valuados en no 30, ademas el
two balls in the bush.
worth
Executor.
3,1920,due six months after date, 17 W. N.M.P. Meridian, has filed upeloen la elevacion hecho por
Ben Lusk encountered
Art
of
sum
the
for
it
i
principal'
tT.'llt s 1.
calling
notice of intention to make final el Cuerpo en sus ppHnlaa spffun
urn
Knee wmcn ne louna
ex
$3,635.00, and bearing interest three years Proof, to- - establish
tremely hard, but.he recovered
cent
per claim to the. land above described
at the rate of ten per
in time to steal third.
annum from maturity uniil paid before T. C. Turk. U. S. Corn- DENY IVY IS HARMFUL
There was some real big league
.,
.J
tU
on warned mere is now uub uw, mi88iotierat Reserve.N.w Mexico
as
be
pitching
may
judged by
The impression that ivy is harm
to- !on the gth day of Au(fUst m
principal sum of $3,235.00,
the score, 27 to 12 in faovr of ful to walls of stone or of brick has
gether with, interest amounting!
.
Caimant names a3 witneS8eH.
the singles.
beon removed by the testimony of a
to $350. 47, making the aggregate
This proves, according to Ira large number of architects, builders,
MijfUel Ca8ti0
amount due on May 10, 1922, the yjmite
Sa)barior Archu
Bruce, that married men DO live foresters and master gardeners, as- sum of $3,585.47; and also to
of Angm New Mexico
than single men. But' serts the New York Herald. These
longer
.
foreclose a certin indenture of
Nemfcda Ascaratei
Uncle Bill Jones says thatit does trained observers agree that ivy 1ms
mortgage made, and executed by 7 j
not prove anything of the kind; no tendency to make the walls damp.
Register,
said defendant, a. j narper,
They maintain, in fact, that the
it just seems longer. '
that
and given to secure the two cerclinging tendrils of the plant
and absorb any existing moistain promissory notes above
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
ture, and that the thick leaves prodescribed, and also all interest
Department Of The Interior,
tect the walls from the action of the
that may have accrued thereon
S. Land Office at Las Cruces
U.
weather. Furthermore, they rind no
described
jHanuEicfumv'
the
following
upon
New Mexico June 12 1922.
evidence that the ivy roots affect the
real estate situate in the County
la)cxtra.
is hereby given that'
NOTICE
foundations of stone structures.
Mexico,
of
New
of Catron, State
Perrv Hedrjck of Spur Lake.
:
What You Get for Your Money
30.
New Mexico who on

LET US PULL TOGETHER AND
WORK WITH ONE ACCORD
FOR THE BEST INTEREST
OF THE COUNTY.

dl

.

r

Local Items

'

-

'-

:

"

:.

'

,

4

I'll

...

30x3 Guaranteed Tire

1 JttU'
11
c 541

The EastIalf EJ of Northwest
Quarter NVvi of Section Eighteen 18;
west Half W of the Southeast Quarter SEi and East Half EJ of the South
west Quarter SWi of Section Seven 7;
the west Half WJ of the Southwest
18
Quarter SWi of Section Eighteen
the Northeast NEi of the Northwest
19
Quarter Nwl-- of Section Nineteen
all in Township One 1 South of Range
Sixteen 16 west, New Mexico Principal
Meridian.
Plaintiff furtler awks for judgement in the sum of $5,617.00,
with interest to date of sale, and
that the above described land
4

August

1917 made Homestead Entry No
N121
017105 for Sl-- 2 NWl-4- ;
11,
4,
Section
SWI
Township 4 S
W.
P. Meridian
N.
M.
20.
Range
has filed notice of intention to;
mrke final three year Proof, to
establish claim to the land above
describ d before T. C. Turk, U.
S. Commissioner,
at Reserve,
New Mexico, on the 3rd day of
.
August 1922.

j

Ciaim n'; names as witnesses:
Oral West, A. J. Bruce, Sam
Claud Cavin.of
Spur
be sold according to law and the Cumbee,
Lake, New Mexico.
,
such
sale
upof
applied
proceeds
Nemecia Ascarate,
on thefffiount found due on the
1
Register.
notes herein described, and for
of
cost
the
and
all proper relief
this action,
7--

3

A Coma made from fhvuianmd Sqipium
Ignq staple (Ik m&fibn) cotton
ofitone brum & fabric bwkt

cmpowidmsumLmqtmcostmiltaqe.

9 fanufacturm'StarulardWQrriMtyaqaintt
defeat material and Workmanship-

in

Magdalena, New Mexico

--

5' Millions of these Tires have
given satisfactory service
Reserve Mercantile Co
Dealers

First National Bank

5 per cent paid
on time deposits

Everthing
The Largest FinancialJInititution in Socorro CountyJ

YOUR PATRONAGE

SOLICITED

THE RESERVE ADVOCATE, RESERVE,

DIRT IS ANCIENT

CANVAS MUDGUARD IS
GOOD FOR

KEROSENE

BATH

IS FAVORED

Unclean Englnt Meant Lost In Efficiency and Premature Trip to
Repair Shop Starting Motora
Require Attention.

POCKET GOPHERS ARE

DAMAGE DONE TO

SPEEDSTER

IMPROVED
ROADS

MENACE TO FARMERS

ENEUYOFMOTOR
Undesirable Near Working Parts
of Chassis
Because It
Starts Rapid Wear.

NEW MEXICO

GRAIN BY MOTHS
Devices Are Removed to Reduce
Weight and Vibration.

Insects

Cloth Affords Necessary Protection From Dust and Mud Il
lustration Shows Method ef
Attaching to Car.

CANVAS

SERVING TABLE FOR AN AUTOMOBILE

Neighborhood Party Plan
cessful in Nebraska.
by

DISULPHID

CARBON

IS

Exercising
Proper Precautions
Infestations In Field Can Be ReducedThoroughly Clean Old
Bins and Granaries.
by

the United Rtatei Department
Agriculture.;

01

Steady Surplus Supply Being Sent to
Various States by Bureau of
Public Roadt.

(Prepared by the United states Department
of Agriculture.)
The neighborhood party Idea hat
been successfully applied to
gopher
elimination In Furnas county, Ne- braska, under the direction of a sp
clallst of the biological survey and ti.e
extension agent in
work
of the United Stutes Department of
Agriculture and the State College of

graln-lnfestln-

d

United Statei Department
of Agriculture.)
A steady supply of surplus war material suitable for highway construction Is being distributed to the Rtntea
by the bureau of public roads, United

States

Department of Agriculture,
which acts as a clearing house.
A
'ree of about 275 persons Is kept in
the field taking Inventories and ure-paring material for shipment.
Lists of material available are sent
to ench state highway
department, and
a period of SO days allowed for the
submission of requisitions. The material is allotted to the state on the
same basis as monetary federal aid
for road construction, a value belne
piacea on each Item and a record kept
or tne total value received by each
state. Up to February 1 of this vear
tne value of the material thus distributed amounted to $120,000,000, of
which
$90,000,000 represented
the
value of motor vehicles and parts.
Recently an Inventory was taken of
about $40,000,000 worth of material at
Camp Grant, Rockford. 111., nart of
wnicn will be retained by the War department and the remainder, suitable
for road work, soon will be available
for distribution. The work is being
rushed, so that the mnterlal may be
usea ror road work early In the sea.
son and the camp cleaned up by Au
gust 1.
Other surplus war materials recent
ly received for distribution and lo
cated at Schenectady, N. t.; Watertown, Mass., and Dover, N. J., Include
aw carloads of brick, about half of

-

Ln

d

road-makin-

32-Fo-

August ISr.vson of Chicago has Just Invented an automobile serving table,
which will greatly add to the enjoyment of autoists, and when not In use
can be utilized by picnickers. The table fits on the side of the car nnd lunch
or refreshments can he served on It. When not ln use It can be folded and
.
occupies very little room.
The photograph shows one of the tables being used on an automobile.

WINDMlll, IHIh

uPiS poc la I rates

l.nrlinrr. Rooms 75o
to permanent truest.

Mr.
Man
.

"3
not make your

WHY

for patronthe columns
of this newspapet? With
every issue It carries its'
message into the homes of
all the best people of this

5

age

F3S

uhrough

community.

Don't blame

the people for flocking to
the store of your competi'
tor, Tell them what you
have to sell and if your
prices are right you can

S3

get the business.

-

Dyeing That Pays
The
1317

Model

Cleaners and Dyers

BROADWAY,

INFOmilON

DENVER,

COLO.

DEPARTMENT

Coiuiiiciciul TmpiffKsaisvereiTiu
information gladly furnished without
Cost. Address any firm above.
rAX COMMISSION VALUES
UTILITIES AT $226,763,360
Denver.

The assessed valuation for

1922 on all utilities In Colorado under
the State Tux Commission has been
placed ut $226,763,360, uccording to information given out by the commission
here. Last yeur's valuation on these
sume utilities, which Include railroads,

telephone, telegraph and express companies and electric, power and water
oinpanles, was placed at $220,418,900.
The assessed valuatiofiof the Denver Tramway Company is placed at
$12,058,300, the same as last year. The
valuation of the Denver Gas nnd Electric Light Company has been Increased
from $12,100,000 for 1921 to $12,709,600
for 1022;
The Colorado Springs Light, Heat
and Power Company will be assessed
at $2,090,550, the same as last year.
The valuation of the Colorado Power
Company has decreased, according to
the tax commissioners, from $5,002,-40for 1921 to $5,087,480 for this year.
Assessment on the properties of the
Arkansas Valley Railway, Light acq
Power Company, which supplies electric power for the Cripple Creek district, Fremont county and Pueblo, Is
given at $4,513,490, the same ,as last
,J"" '
year.
All "local" public utilities, consisting principally of light, heat and
power companies, tramways, reservoir
and water companies, are given an assessed valuation this year of $47,577,-11a decrease of $19,340, as compared
with lust year's tables.
Railroads of the state will be assessed on a valuation of $100,803,010,
as compared with $160,314,680 last
year; the Pullman company, $1,101,-30the same us last year; the American Railway Express Company,
a decreuse of $143,140, as compared with the 1921 valuation, and private cult lines, $961,510, as compared
with $789,590 last year.
Telephone companies will be assessed on a valuation of $13,333,580,
as compared with $13,214,700 for 1921,
and telegraph companies, $2,386,820,
as compared with $2;43t;240 last year.
0

$750,-71-

Victor. Mrs. Tatrlck McDermott, 21
years old, while suffering from dementia, shot her
son, Neil, and
turned the revolver. on herself. The
boy Is at the district hospital here,
with two gunshot wounds in his head.
The mother died Instantly. Physicians
say a spinal disease had affected her
reason.

SCATTER MANURE ON FIELDS

Builders Attend School.
In Wisconsin highway builders atNot Advisable to Permit Escape of tend school where construction plant
Vhen Corn Is Eighteen Inches High
Gases and Plant Food Haul
are discussed with a view of bringing
Hoots will Meet Across
about better understanding of the roud
Away Often.
Row in Friable Soil.
problem nnd its solution. Among the
Different farmers have different attendants are: State, county, town,
When the stalks of corn ore 18 ways and means of
coring for their village and city road officials, coninches high, the roots have met across barnyard manures, but suffice It to tractors, foremen, patrolmen, roller oprow ln light, friable soils.
a
say, do not let it become exposed to erators and other road workers.
Deep cultivation at this tine will cut the rain nor the sun ; If possible, keep
man; of the roots and check the it piled up in order to prevent the es
Many Good Road Advocates.
Itrowih of the plants. A good rule to cape of gases which are rich in
Throughout the United States there
plant
follow Is to cultivate deep early In the food ; as often as practicable, haul the are no fewer than 80,000,000
people
season, nnd shallow later when the manure to the fields, scatter and im who are advocates of good roads.
'
plants lore larger.
mediately plow It under.

BEST DEPTH OF CULTIVATION

A Nil WATCIinS.
Illlll
JIOWKI.ItV CO.
Alfir. and Hpnli'lnir. All ordora promptly
ettondfd to. VM. 187!t. Utli rhnmpa.
f'l.RAMOHS AND DVIOIIS

(Prepared by lh

half-Inc- h

o

IiHcmy.

Up In One Campaign

Most of the damage done by Insects
to grain In storage and shipment is due Agriculture.
to four species, the granary weevil, the
The eradication of pocket gophers Is
rice or black weevil, the lesser grain very difficult unless all the farms In a
borer or Australlnn weevil, and the An district are cleaned up in one cam.
o paign.
A district two or three miles
goumols grain moth, according
Farmers' Bulletin 1200, "Common long is selected by the ccunty agent,
Grain Pests," prepared by E. A. Back and farmers in this district are In.
and R T. Cotton and Just published by vitea to a gopherpolsonlng party. A
the Utilted Stntes Department of Ag- full attendance is usually secured.
The morning session Is given to a
riculture. Others of the 40 species or
groups of species described In the bul- demonstration In cutting the bait and
letin can cause great damage if storage applying the poison. Sufficient bait Is
conditions are unusually favorable for
their increase.
Remedial measures are mentioned
only briefly in the bulletin. The Insects, It Is nald. can be destroyed by
the use of heat, or by fumigation with
A temperature
of
poisonous gases.
120 degrees to 130 degrees, Fahrenheit,
maintained for a short time, will kill
all stages of
Insects,
without Injury to the germinating
qualities of the grain. Carbon dlsul-phlcarbon tetrachlorld and hydrocy- gas are the fumlgants in most
common use today in treating Infested
grain. Of these, carbon dlsulphid is
the best for treating grain In the bulk,
It is snld. Information on this subject
Is contained In other publications of
the department.
Prevent Infestation. .
Infestation of grain In the field can
not be entirely prevented, but, bv
proper precautions, it can be reduced
to a minimum, the bulletin points out
Exterminators and a Few
The first generation of insects in the Gopher
Victims.
maturing grain Is usually small, and if
the grain Is cut as soon as ripe, prepared to supply the party for the
threshed as soon as dry, and then day. In the afternoon, the party is
placed In clean, deep bins, the damage divided into pairs, one person carrying
from this source will be slight.
the bait and placing it in the runways,
It is when the grain is left in the while the other person uses a prod to
field long after it is ripe that serious locate and open the runways. The
infestation results, for the insects In county agent or specialist spends some
crease In one or two generations to time with ench pair, giving lnstruc- In the case of uons.
enormous numbers.
ah tne inrestea area repre
corn in the field, only ears damaged sented by the farmers attending the
through carelessness In shucking, so "party" is covered and poison bait ap
plied. In many cases a second day is
required to complete the work, but all
members of the party Invariably stny
witn the Job until It Is finished.
In lurnus county the work has
been confined to the alfulfa fields in
the valley lands along three Important
,a
- -n .i
streams, the Republican liver, and the
Beaver and the Snppa creeks. All last A Federal-AiConcrete Road in Min
summer the farmers were constantly
nesota.
reminded of the Importance of the
which Is suitable for highway pavine :
work, nnd excellent results were ob
5,000,000
pounds of nails, 1,000,000
tained from the community field parties in the fall. In the campaign 2,500 pounds of staples, 1,000,000 squnre
feet of concrete reinforcing mesh.
acres were covered. Figuring the ad200,000 monkey wrenches and 133 car- to
in
the
farmers
vantage
being rid of loads of picks and pick handles.
pocket gophers as half a ton of alfalfa
per" acre, this area would mean 1,250
tons, or $10,000 saved.
MUD AS A DEFECT
GIVE YOUR BEES NEEDED AIR
A West Virginia educator at
Reversible
Bottom Board Furnishes
the National Education associaEither Narrow or Wide Entrance
tion conference was asked what
as May Be Desired.
he regarded as the greatest de- of
End
Corn
of
Ear
Tip
Showing
i feet in American education, and
Round Holes in Kernels Made by
It is too much to ask of a hard
he said In his district It was
the Angoumois Grain Moth.
mud.
Bud roads can be the
working bee thnt It hang oulside the
greatest defect in any communithat the kernels ore exposed, are sub hive during Its hours of rest because
the Interior of the hive Is too hot and
ty. They cuu be the grentest deject to the attack of gruin insects.
fect In education, when they do
Fanners should therefore, it Is said, poorly ventilated. "One remedy Is to
not permit the regular attendthe front of the hive one inch
grow a variety of corn that develops tip up
ance of children In school. They
from the base board, using a taper
n long, tight shuck.
can be the greatest defect ln
ing splinter or wedge under each
Newly harvested small grain should
A. C. Iitirrell, extension
side,"
funning,, when they do not persays
not be stored unfinished
for any
mit the moving of crops. They
entomologist of the Missouri College
length of time, as In this condition it of
can be the greatest defect in any
Agriculture. "Or buy a reversible
Is very susceptible to Infestation. If
kind of activity, when they prebottom board, which furnishes either
promptly thrashed and stored n deep narrow or wide entrance as desired.
vent the communication needed.
bins, only a thin layer on top of the We
A bad road is a bad road
do not advise setting the supers
bin Is likely to become Infested. Corn
whether it is a bad street car
back a
as this artificial ven
may be stored In the shuck If the husk
with the fanning
system, a bad steam road or a
Is long and tight and fully covers the tilation Interferes
mud road in the country.
bees. Keep your bees In a good shady
ears
all
but
with
tip,
loose, broken,
location for the hot summer months."
short or damaged husks should be
shucked and stored separately.
SEVERAL DISEASES OF SOIL GRAVEL ROADS ARE HELPFUL
Avoid Dirty Bins.
Clean grain should never be stored
Only Way to Overcome Fungous and Farmers of Massao
In old bins, granaries or storehouses
County, Illinois,
Bacterial Ailments Is to Let
Are Not Bothered Much by
until they have been thoroughly
Land Remain Idle.
cleaned and freed from the accumula
Muddy Weather.
tions of waste grain and other ma
are
There
of vegeseveral
diseases
terials harboring grain Insects.
Muddy weather doesn't bother the
tables which live over In the garden
Hirmers ln Massac county, Illinois,
Bags of all kinds that have previous
soil from one year to the next, and If
very much, because there are over 300
ly held grain should not be allowed In the same
crop Is planted In the same
granaries' or warehouses or be refilled "teoll year after year It will be but a miles of gravel roads ln the county,
and each year their mileage grows
until they have been sterilized or othshort time until the crop will prove a
erwise freed from Insects. The use of loss. These are
larger. The cost of graveling roads
mostly fungous and
tight cribs will keep the grain free bacterial diseases and the only prac- In Massac county it not very great be
cause the
is taken right out of
from infestation by Insects that might tical
way to overcome them Is to al- the hills gravelthe Ohio river.
Some
fly In from the outside.
along
low the land to He idle for two or
Copies of the bulletin may be had three
or to plant a crop which mine waste Is used for
years
In either case the farmers have a good
free upon application to the departIs Immune to the disease.
ment at Washington.
road to market.
anic-acl-
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WAR

Eradication of Pests Difficult Unle
All Farms In the Community Art
Cleaned

When rebuilding a car Into a speed'
the removal of unnecessary
ster,
parts is desired on account of the
reduction In the weight. Mudguards
are removed because of this and the
vibration that ensues when riding at
high speed. It Is, however, desirable
to provide guards for protection frdtn
dust and mud when the car Is used
for riding other than on the track.
dlled canvas mudguards afford pro
tection without adding to the weight
or causing vibration. In the appended
Illustration the manner of attaching
these is shown. Each fender is held
by a single suppprt from the side of
the body or frame. Using these as
supports for the upper end of the
guards, the canvas Is led from these
to the running-boar- d
or to brackets.
The canvas should be doubled and
seamed, then soaked In linseed oil to
make It waterproof.
When made
about eight Inches in width, these af- -

A

Be Destroyed

Use of Heat or by Fumigation With Poisonous Gases.

Oiled

Dirt Is undesirable no matter wliere
It is, but the average automobile owner has yet to lenrn that dirt on the
f
running gear does more than merely
cover up some painted or unpalnted
metal. Joints seemingly as tight as
a mechanic can get them allow dirt
to pass through. The reason for the
dirt being go undesirable near working parts of the chassis Is not so much
because it doesn't look well but because It eventually gets to a moving
surface and starts rapid wear.
Around the engine and other parts
of the car there are supposedly tight
Joints In addition to actual openings.
Take the front end cover, commonly
called the timing gear case cover. VI- brution may loosen a few of the holding nuts, allowing the cover to move
away from the crank case a small
fraction of on inch. With an accumulation of dirt over the cover some
mi7
MACK (T
01' the dirt is bound to
et to the gear
teeth. Dirt and lack of lubrication
of front end gears are responsible for
rapid wear and noisy operation.
Every owner ought to keep the enthe Rainy Season Canvas
gine clean by an occasional kerosene During
Mudguards Will Add to the Comfort
bath. Spray kerosene nil over the en
or Riding.
glne and wipe off every bit of dirt you
can. This goes for the crank case as ford all the protection the driver re
well as the parts that you can see quires
and are noiseless and the
when you lift the hood. Dirty oil, oil weight Is reduced to a minimum.
with sediment, old oil not changed for Popular Science Monthly.
some time are all causes of rapid en
gine wear.
How many owners ever see to it USE VASELINE ON TERMINALS
that the combination breather and oil
filler Is clenn on the inside? In some Best Medium Available for Coating
Connections
Prevents Corrosion
designs there is every chance for a
From Acid.
quantity of dirt to settle on the Inside, and that is washed down into
The car owner should not forget
the crank case when the next oil
that ordinary vaseline is perhaps the
filling Is made.
best medium available for coating batA dirty engine means a loss In efterminals and connections. The
ficiency and a premature trip to the tery
vaseline has the great advuutage of
repair shop, where the cost of parts
corrosion from acid or
replacements will be higher thun ex- preventing
water that may have been spilled.
pected. The timers are usually covered with mud and dirt, and this gets
inside, cuts the segments, interferes CM
with proper Ignition, and brings about
YOU AUTO KNOW
the need for a new timer in a few
That In cold weather a kettle
months. Look Inside of a timer that
and a disbrug or-- any other
Is generally dirty on the outside and
convenient piece of cloth are
one will find dirt also,. Generators and
often Invaluable In starting a
parting motors on the average car
car that otherwise refuses to
do not got very much attention of any
work. The cloth should be wrapkind by the owner, but they deserve
ped around the carburetor so
a good cleaning. Some starting motors
that it does not cover the uir Inare not fully Inclosed, while others,
take and boiling water should
even when covered, seem to accumuthen be poured on the rag, allate dirt.
ways being cureful not to let it
I would suggest to the owner thnt,
get into the intake. The applicawhen he has a few hours to spare durtion of the hot water will heat
ing any month, he give the engine a
the carburetor and Intake pipe
from
dirt
thorough cleaning, removing
to such a degree that the engine
all joints, from oil holes, and the like.
will "catch" almost Instantly, alThe underneath parts of the car are
in extreme cuses it may
though
to
hard
admittedly
get at, but that
be necessary to fill the cooling
should not he an excuse for total negsystem with hot water so that
lect. Underneath the car there may be
the carburetor chamber may be
many places thnt require oil through
raised to the proper temperature.
small cups, oil holes, etc. While some
Whenever diiliculties of this
manufacturers are so far behind as to
kind are encountered, however,
continue to use oil holes In exposed
cool water should be applied
places, the owner of a car using them
first, then warm and finally hot
should not let them became filled with
In order to avoid a too sudden
dirt. If I owned a car with exposed oil
expansion of the metal which is
holes on cross shafts and other parts
likely to crack with surprising
I would have a mechanic Install autoease. It should also be rememmatic feed oil cups.
bered that Increasing the richUniversal joints at best are hard to
ness of the gasoline mixture by
lubricate, and even If covered with a
means of the primer or choker is
leather boot are not proof against the
usually very effective in starting
ravages of dirt and mud. The more
with u cold engine.
dirt that you allow to accumulate
1922,
(Copyright,
by The Wheeler
around these parts the more dirt will
syndicate, inc.)
get to the working surfaces.
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Denver. The rush of tourists
through the Colorado national forests
Is unprecedented for the time of year,
according to C. W. Rictairds, general
rail
agent of the
road, who declared that the season is
now In full blast with ffleS'romise of
breaking all records of former years.
All roads are open to the mountainous
regions, he stated,' and with no snow
banks to encounter, moteritsr8at Aot
worry about the use of chains.

New Tourist Record for National
i

Denver-Interurbn- n
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Had

Your
Iron Today t

By I. WRIGHT

frlifjlifiiTifffffW
to Wit,

by McClure Newspaper

Syndicate.

Mary Webb had looked through the
As
Sunday
supplements carefully.
she stared out of the window toward
the sunny south orchard where the
spring blossoms were already beginning to show pink, and white
"Always the same," she whispered
to herself. "Every spring the blossoms, every autumn the haystacks.
Ugh!"
She saw Avery Wilson Is his orHe had
chard on the next place.
the horse hitched up to a spraying
machine and was whistling as he
made his way around the trees In need
He
of the solution In the machine.
looked toward the Webb place and
Mary drew hack from the window.
It was Wednesday, anyhow, she reflected, and she would see him soon
Every Wednesday evening,
enough.
right after supper, he ciUled on her.
He always arrived somewhere between 6:30 and 7, and Mary again
shuddered as she thought of the early
hour.
In the Sunday supplements she had
been reading It spoke of the young
men calling at 9 or 9:30. And for
dances those started, In the fashionable set, ut 10 or after. Mary's lips
curved up in a smile as she thought
of Avery's face should she suggest
starting out to a dance at 10 o'clock.
train
The whistle of the west-boun- d
aroused her and she put the bread
In the oven.
Her mind was on the
train as she closed the oven door.
for the city would
The east-boun- d
The
come through In forty minutes.

That Luscious

Raisin Toast!
delicious breakfast bread.
A new delight for
raisin toast
the entire family.
Made with big, plump, tender, seeded
brand.
raisins
The raisin flavor permeates each slice.
You can get such bread from any grocer or
bake shop if you insist. No need to bake at

ANEW

1

Sun-Ma- id

home.

Once try it and you'll always have this kind.
You'll serve it at least twice a week.
Fine food for business men and children
due to the energizing nutriment and the iron
of this famous, healthful fruit
Make dainty bread pudding with
No need to waste a crumb.
Order now for tomorrow's breakfast.
be sure to say you want "one of those
raisin loaves."

left-ov- er

slices.

But
full-fruit-

Sun-Mai- d

Seeded

Raisins

Make delicious bread, pies, puddings,
cakes, etc Ask your grocer for them. Send
for free book of tested recipes.

Lovers of Dickens are not likely to
forget Noddy Boffin, the golden dustman In "Our Mutual Friend," and
the heaps of dust that were his fortune. Not so many years ago there
was many a mountain of rubbish, cinders and various unsavory objects to
be found about, and sometimes In Lon-

Raisin Growers

Sun-Ma- id

Dept.

.
Membership UjDOO
Fresno, Calif.

Blue Package

VERY CLOSE

Game.

"Do you piny Put unci Take?"
"Yes, I put on my light underwear
arid tuke it off."

Sprinkle one or two Allen's FootEaae
powders in the Foot Bath and soak and
nib the feet. It takes the sting out of
Corns and Bunions and smarting, aching
feet. Then for lasting comfort, shake Allen's FootEale into your shoes. It takes
the friction from the shoe, rests the feet
and makes walking a delight. Always use
it far dancing parties and to break in new
shoes. Over One Million Five Hundred
Thousand pounds of Powder for the Feet
were used by our Army and Navy during
the war.
In a Pinch, Use ALLEN'S FOOT-EAS- E

Shave, Bathe and
Shampoo with one
le

Cu'ricura

IF YOUR

Uses

"Cutter's"

Anino hi

Ivst to con nerve vouf

ft D! ft M

concentration

on

Cutter Laboratory
The
" Thl Labtrattr that Knewi isui"
Berkeley

California

(U.S. License)

been tramping' through the
Virginia mud nil day, find stopped nt
the little Inn. I was tired nnd immediately went to my room, a small
one with a large bed occupying most
of the space. As usual, I placed my
shoes outside to be cleaned. Next
morning there they were, ns muddy as
the night before, nnd being number
twelves, thev carried considerable soil.
I went down to the lobby, and In order
lesto teach the porter a much-neede- d
son I called him up before the onlookers who were sitting In the office.
"Why didn't you clean my shoes,
boy?" I nsked gruffly.
"I didn't know you wanted 'em
cleaned, sah," was the reply.
"Why In thunder do you reckon I
put 'em outside the door?"
"Well, sah, I allowed there wasn't
room inside for 'em, suh," was the anhad

A Risky Bet.
"The Sinn Fein extremists and the
Hater extremists as well risk too
much," said Pndrnlc O'Shnuglinessy,
at a dinner In
the Irish
Boston.
"They remind me of O'Flnnnlgnn.
with big bandage
"O'Fliiniiignn,
round ids head, was hobbling down the
street on n pair of crutches.

" 'Faith, O'Fhinnignn, what's happened to yez?' said OT.ellly.
" 'I bet O'Donnhue n dollar,' said
O'Fhinnignn, 'that lie couldn't carry me
ladder, and I won.' "
up a
four-stor- y

e

aa

to replace old.
Bboold be grow.
In; all theIftime.
It
you
..... will
n
lis
today
Tonic Don't Kt bald, get
mueh more pleasant. At all (rood arugpUU, 75c,
ttaaiib, thaplib. Tan,
sr direct from
n

New Hair

West Texas Military Academy
San Antonio, Texas win Tear
Texas,
Affiliated with the UnlrernltT of inptltu-H.,nna polls and leHdhm
PoUit.
West
nf 7h fTnltnd States. Army offleers
Uniform
detailed by War Ih'partment.
Separate
eqnlpmenttssuedbyUoTernnient.
fool. Athletic
Jiinior School. Bwlmuiln
Field. Champlunsof Kootballand Baseball.
Opens REFT. S. Write for new Illustrated
catalogue. J.TOM WILLIAMS, Supt,

h.o.t.o.

D
FOR

Better Still.
Turner "Theory raises a man's
hopes." Brookes "Rut practice raises
his wages." London Answers.
Marriage is a tie, but not neeessar
My n noose.

Relief
Sure
INDIGESTION
FOR

i

- C O L - Q
BURNS CUTS ITCH SORES

6

I

1 1

75c at stores; 65c by mail. Address
New York Drug Concern, New York

PATENTS

Watson

M.

Coleman

Patent Lawyer. Washington
and book tret.
Batw reasonable. Highest reference. Bettuerrlcei.
D. C. AdTioa

There are many stories of the wonderful finds that have been made by
dust sifters in those heaps, and one
of the fraternity named Mary Collins,
who lived In ihefnelghborhood of

Had Fairly Reasoned as to
Why the Boots Were Placed
Outside the Door.

swer. Exchange.

fwritaforMfetyruorahavlnt.

the

don Itself.

Porter

I

FOR THE FEET

Cntjgora Soap

TO THE TRUTH

Lls-so- n

FOOT-EAS- E

Soap.

T

Bell-an- s

JI

ngici

Sure Relief
ELL-AN- S
25$ and 75 Packages. Everywhere

Were on the Outskirts of the City.
She
with not a hair out of place.
could slip into her blue tricotlne and
Ilow surmake the train In time.
prised Sadl would be! Sadl had written that she always had callers on
Wednesday evenings, and that usually
different ones came.
In the part of the country where
Mary Webb lived that would be considered not quite nice to have several
young men callers. F.ach girl had one
caller and went everywhere witli him
until it came time for tliein to marry.
Mary Webb hurried to her room anil
donned the blue frock. She took her
lint from the bag and bent before the
glass to adjust It.
The thought ran across her mlnil
that maybe she'd never come back
again to this house, to this room, to
this glass. Perhaps she would never
again see Avery Wilson or hear him
whistle. A pang of desolation crossed
her heart as tne last thought came
Somehow things would not
to her.
be the same If she didn't bear Avery's
Hut her mouth
again
whistling.
curled upward at the corners. There
would be some one In the city who
would whistle.
She ran to the poultry house where
her mother was feeding the baby
chicks with the skimmed milk and
told her about the trip.
"I'll most likely he back In a few
me
ilays, but Sadl has been wanting
to come, you know."
"Eut why select today, and hurrybeing off like this?" exclaimed her
wildered mother.
But Mary Webb, with a gay nod.
was gone, snatching her smart little
black fur from the hall rack as she
ran. She watched the familiar towns
as the train rushed through on Its
two-hou- r
trip to town. All along the

Grave, gave some curious evidence
before a police magistrate when she
appeared ' to charge a womnn with
robbery. The prisoner had stolen a
bag that contained one coral necklace, another with a pearl clasp, several handsome brooches, five gold
seals, some gold rings and shirt pins,
broken bits of gold and sliver and
other articles of less value.
In reply to the magistrate the prosecutrix stated that she hnd found the
property among the dust, and that
people who followed her trade found
almost every small article that could
be mentioned. She was employed by
a dust contractor who allowed his
employees 10 cents per load tor sifting. In addition to 'all the spoons and
other articles thnt they might find
among the dust. One womnn had followed her occupation for eight years
nnd had done so well with her "finds"
thnt sl;e built herself a house nt a
cost of $1,500. In addition, she showed
a cash box In which were thirty-nin- e
notes and
sovereigns, two
several guineas nnd

HAPPENINGS

Soviet

Rehabilitate

Going to

N. J. The 57 men and
who left America for
in Siberia have
soviet concessions
reached Riga, Latvia. The party Is
headed by Dr. William Mahler of Newark. In the party Is William A.
a consulting engineer of Chicago, a Russian who has lived In the
United States 18 years. There are
nine other engineers, the remainder of
the men being miners from Arlzonn,
Montana, California, Pennsylvania, and
fanners, chiefly from the Dakotas,
Washington and Oregon.
Doctor Mahler and Vanhoffen said
In Riga that this party was merely the
vanguard of 6,000 to 7,000 others in
America who are coming to Russia as
soon ns arrangements can be completed. Of this contingent, each person put

NEWARK,

Russia

up $300 or more to cover the expenses
of the trip. In Riga the travelers
stayed at the best hotels and purchased great quantities of seed grain.
Each member signed up to remain In
Russia two years, and if he Is dissatisfied at the end of that time he may
return to America with all expenses
paid and, In addition, receive a certain
allowance for his labor.
In a statement given out by Vanhoffen, It was set forth that the plan It
to strike directly at the heart of Russia's Industrial problem, the lack of
skilled workers and machinery, by Importing them direct from the United
States. They are to operate coal mines
In the Kuznets basin and the NadeJ-dens- ki
steel plant In the Ural moun-

tains region.
The contingent was made up of Russians, Finns, Czechoslovaks, Germans,
Scandinavians, Hungarians, Jews and
Irish, all of whom have lived In the
United States several years, and sevAmericans from varieral native-borous parts of the country. There was
one
baby brought by
its father and mother.
The party had clothing for several
years and four curloads of American
n

d

food.

How Sophie Lyons Burke Beat the Game
a
stand
DETROIT. "Shecardsdidn't
were stacked

The
against her at birth. She entered life
Her stepmother
by a crooked path.
was a receiver of stolen goods. Their
home wns a thieves' meeting place.
She played on the sidewalks of an unspeakable street. When she was old
enough they sent her out as a shoplifter, and In time she married a
cracksman and became an InternationBut Sophie Lyons beat
al criminal.
the game. She bucked the odds and
over environment,
won triumphant
ancestry and rearing turned the past
Into a doormat, wiped the mud off her
feet and took the clean, straight road."
This, In brief, Is the summing up of
the .marvelous career of Sophie Lyons
I!urke, who "turned to the right" to
such good effect that the story of her
rise from a career of crime, which hud
made her familiar with the cells of 50
prisons, to wealthy real estate operator and substantial citizen of Detroit,
has been deemed worthy of the leading place In Success Magazine.
Forty years ago Sophie Lyons,
famous as an International crook, decided crime was a losing game that
it did not pay. Today ns Mrs. Sophie
Lyons Burke, the property she has accumulated is assessed at a trifle over
.

a million dollars for taxable purposes,
and Mrs. Burke, a spry, active business womnn, has a substantial position
In her community.
She was first the wife of Ned Lyons,
n
a
snfeblower, and later
married Billy Burke, a reformed confidence man. She began the work of
building up her fortune as clerk In a
real estate office at $10 a week. Several years later, when she decided to
go Into business for herself, this had
Increased to $300 weekly.
At an age when most women would
be glad to sit back and let others manage their business affairs, she looks)
nfter her own business, collects rents,
makes repairs, buys, sells nnd attends
lo all the details of her business. She
owns 40 houses, which are rented all
the time.

Bearded Like the Gold - Hunters of '49
Punishment varied with the degree of

jfe.

'

guilt.

For example, their honors fingered
bowie knives and
pistols in their Indignation when
Police Captain Fisher reported that
the face of John Doe Harvey was
smooth ns a klu glove. The prisoner
fell on his knees and swore that he
was not unallclously beardless, but
could not make a hair grow on ills
ropes,

"NT

muzzle-loadin-

g

face.
Formation.
Over nearly all the bottom of the
seu, or the tops nnd slopes of the
mountains, and the valleys and the
plains beneath the Atlantic Is an ooze
or sludge of unknown thickness, gray
In color and clayey In texture, formed
unlnials casting off
by microscopic
their shells. These little animals of
many species nil have hard scientific
names. There are countless trillions
and quardrilllons of them in a cubic
mile of water and they have been
living, shedding their shells and dying
since before the Mcsozoic age or the
"Middle Age," when mammals, fish
and birds made their appearance on
die earth. That may have been a
million or a trillion years ago. These
mites secrete lime which they obtain
from the water, form It Into a shell
nnd shed It and make another shell. It
was these little fellows who made all
the limestone in the world. They laid
down deep beds of this same gray
ooze In the bottom of the oceans. The
waters receded, land appeared nnd
thnt gray ooze hardened Into limestone. Exchange.
Limestone

Opportunity Overlooked.
"Tt may he possible to cotnmunlcnte

with spirits."
"I'm not denying that."
"Then why poke fun at the
mediums?"
orchards.
stretched
way
A
They show such pnnr Judgment.
with
their seemingly
Orchards
Pink blos- visitor from the spirit world who
blossoms!
White cured to make a speech could keep an
soms anil white blossoms!
The
train audience of thousands spellbound In
ones!
and
blossoms
pink
at their seats for hours, hut about all a
whistle
Its
on
rushed
shrieking
mile
spirit ever says Is. Tin very happy
each
brought
each mile crossing:
more orchards and- - more spring blos- here.' "Birmingham
soms. The t revs were growing smallBy Special Request.
er now, though, and the blossoms
"How is Mr. Grumpson's repartee?'
so pink nor so white.
iined
"Not bad. I heard him make a
The train ground over a switching
traffic pollcemnn,
track and a factory loomed Into view. snappy retort to a
he wns asked to
No'.v they were on the outskirts of and It was so good
It the next day In police court."
the cjtv and lull smokestacks gent out repeat
never-endin- g

HI

Into Mary Webb's mind Avi;ry Wilson whistling as he followed the horse
around with the spraying machine In
the south orchard with Its spring blossoms. The train was now passing a
municipal park, where boys and girls
were roller skating on a dirty patch
of concrete.
In the station Mary Webb stopped
at the telephone booth and called
her aunt's number. Sndl was out of
town. "She's gone up to Anna's.
Spring Is such a disagreeable season
here In the city," complained her
aunt's voice.
"When will a train leave for Rosemary Junction?" nsked Mary Webb
at the ticket window a moment later.
She knew It would be at 3:30, but she
wanted to nlike sure. How her mother would laugh! And Avery Wilson!
Well, he would be surprised
As she Jumped off the train at
Rosemary Junction the first person
she saw was Avery Wilson coming
out of the freight house. He was
whistling. Mary Webb's heart contracted as she looked at him. She
had been doing a lot of thinking.
"He up after supiier," called Avery.
"Y-yeof course," answered Mary
Webb. "And Avery, be sure to come
early so we'll have a nice long evening. Mother's got marsh mallows for

us to toast."
And all the way down the road to
The city! Her cousin
on
Sadl lived In the city and was always the Webb place Mary's eyes were
the spring blossoms.
coaxing her to come up for a visit.
Well, why not?
RICH FINDS IN DUST HEAPS
Mary Webb stooped a little and regarded her slilny black hair In the
crinkly little mirror above the kitchen Sifters of London Rubbish
Make
It was lying sleek and wavy
sink.
Good Money in Occupation That
Would Appeal to Few.

i.

ALLEN'S

their black ribbons of soft coal smoke.
Every few blocks a city garden with
undersized vegetables or
(lowers would loom up. Long rows
of tenement buildings with very dirty
windows seemed to be speeding by
the train. Mary Webb sighed.
She suddenly heard a whistle. Not
the whistle of a man but that of a
factory. It was quitting time for
lunch. Men with tin buckets of dinner streamed out of the factory. Some
came In groups of two and t'.iree;
some were alone. The only couimon
resemblance seemed to be their utter
fatigue. And It was only noon. There
was a half day yet to work.
The picture of Avery Wilson flashed
drub-colore- d

The Spring
Blossoms

A Spring

NEW MEXICO

the
recent celebration
anniversary
here of the seventy-fiftof the coming of dipt. John A. Sutter,
founder of the city, Gov. William D.
Stephens addressed his words not to
a "sea of faces" but to n "forest of
whiskers." Anil now the question Is:
"How many of the beards will stay?"
all wore
Yon see, the
boards because they couldn't take the
time from picking out nuggets to
shave. So, for the celebration all the
men grew benrds by decree of a
"Kangaroo Couit," which enforced Its
decree. Before tils court the wretched
shavelings were drugged by the city
volunpolice, sheriff's deputies nnd
teers. Males of whlskernble age found
In the street with smooth chins were
handcuffed.
and sometimes
seized
SACRAMENTO,

CALIF.

At

h

Forty-niner-

s

"You're a smooth article, Harvey,"
sneered Chief Justice Seavey. "I guess
you could grow a few pinfeathers, If
you iiinde a genuine uttempt. Your
complexion is contempt of court. Your
chin Is an Insult to your native city.
You're a smooth, cheeky rapscallion."
Harvey admitted thnt bis story was

false, und promised to present himself In a repulsively shaggy condition,
hours.
if granted twenty-fou- r
ex"
"I knew you were
ulted the court. "You have been ruined
by a fatal gift of beauty. If you can
wipe out your disgrace with a scrag-gl- y
hours, your
growth In forty-eigh- t
life will be spared and we will only
confiscate your estate."
Now, whiskers are the lazy man's
Some of the beards are still
delight.
on nnd getting bigger.

Eddie Is in Bad With His Stepmother
CHICAGO.

An Injunction
aged stepmother, Mrs. Min-

nie Knul, 2524 North Francisco avenue, from "shrieking, carrying on, - holfurniture with her
lering, rapping
cane, or otherwise molesting him" was
granted Edward F. Kaul, wealthy glue
manufacturer, living at 10S East Delaware place, by Judge Ira Ryner.
According to the petition, the senior
Mrs. Kaul, now nearly seventy-five- ,
was the second wfe of the late Adolph
Kaul, who died several years ago, leaving an estate estimated at over $1,000,-00-

Visits to the Kaul home by the stepmother are described ifl the petition
Kaul's son Inherited the entire es- for the Injunction, whh asserts that
tate. The admission of the will to pro- the stepmother Is endangering the Ufa
bate wns bitterly fought by the wid- of Kaui'8 wife, 'who Is In poor health.
The petition charges that the aged
ow. In an effort to avoid further litiIn her anger, bus destroyed
gation Knul entered Into an agree- woman,
furniture by "rapping with her cane,"
ment whereby the Income from a mato
jor portion of the estate was settled and has caused the neighborhood
on the widow during her lifetime. Re- stand aghast, while sne holds forth on
shriekcently she has persisted In charging the street below the apartment,
thnt Knul has "tnlsnianaget1 her "Inter-es- t ing "vile nnd opprobrious epithets at
her stemnil.'
U the estate.
'
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WESTERN
Two men, trapped by a fire, were
level of the
entombed on the
Quartet mine at Searchlight, Utah.
They were believed dead by members
of a rescuing party which saved two
other men from the burning mine.
The Los Angeles county grand jury
which has been Investigating alleged
activities of the Ku Klux Klan, submitted a report to Superior Court
Judge Frederick W. Houser. The
judge, after perusing the document,
ordered It filed and "kept secret."
With Washington selected as the
next convention city, officers elected,
annuthe business of the
al session of the Imperial Council of
the Shriners was wound up by a grand
pageant spectacle which" brought to a
close the golden Jubilee of Shrinedom
In Sun Francisco.
Eugle ISout No. 57, which went
uslioro on u roef near Cuttle Point,
Sim Juan Island,
arrived ut Scuttle,
having pulled off the reef under her
own power. She escaped serious damThe boat was officered and
age.
Manned by members of the Seattle and
Tacoma naval mill t in units.
More than 1 00 pieces of firearms
have been turned in to the National
Cuard by strikers in the Carbon
county, Utuh, coal district. Women
took most of the guns to military
Some of the women
headquarters.
called members of the guard to their
homes and gave them weapons, while
and
others called at headquarters
asked that militiamen be sent to
their homes.
Two holmes were killed outright iind
Onrge Welch, u third knight of the
rail, so badly injured lie died in u
ut Nodding, Calif., when a freight
train on which they were riding was
derailed near Sims, The three were
riding in u car laden with lumber and
when the sudden stop, due to the derailment, came were crushed beneath
the lumber.
One of the two killed
outright was a boy nged 18.
Posses are searching in the vicinity
of Ouray, northeast Utah, for Seehon-guv- ,
u Uto Indian brave, who is alleged to have slain ids rival In love,
JIarooeoop, and to have kidnaped and
fled into the mountain wilds with an
Indian belle named Wllnm Wilson. According to reports received at the Indian agency at Salt Lake City, Seheii-gushot and killed Muroocoop while
lie was asleep in his tepee Sunday
night
800-fo-

forty-eight-

h

hos-pil-

v

WASHINGTON
The Ford offer for Muscle Shoals
cannot come before Congress at this
session, Senator Norris stated in the
Senate during debate on charges that
propaganda is being carried on in favor of adoption of the Ford otter.
A bill denying entrance to American ports of any ship, foreign or do
mestic, on which liquor is sold, has
been introduced
by Representative
Kdinonds, Pennsylvania, ranking Republican of the merchant marine
committee, which drafted the ship
subsidy bill.
Senate Republican leaders who are
opposed to the plan of Chairman
of the finance committee to
the tariff bill for the soldiers' bonus have the support of President Harding. The executive, It was
staled officially at the White House,
regards tariff legislation as most Important, and worthy of the undivided
attention of the Senate.
The purchase of 74,025 ncres of
land to form the nucleus of the new
Allegheny national forest in Pennsylvania has Just been authorized by the
National Forest Reservation Commission in Washington.
Twenty-sever
nnd burned lands,
tracts of
on the hcadwiirters of the Allegheny
river in Warren, Elk, Forest and Mo
Kean counties, were contracted for at
an average price of $2.75 per ncre.
Canadian und United States authorities are investigating the alleged confession of William Johnson, alias N.
Prlmntcheuk, that he caused the explosion of three Itrltlsh ammunition
ships In the harborof Hnllfnx, N. S.,
In 1017, resulting in many deaths und
great destruction In that city. Johnson committed suicide In a lonely spot
on Iinon creek, in
Skagit county,
last month.
J. Morton Howell of Ohio was nominated by President Harding to be the
first American minister to Egypt Dr.
Howell Is the present diplomatic agent
and consul general for this government In KgyiAt having been named to
the post about ten months ago by President Harding. He has been
practicing physician, and for many years
a close perfMinul friend of the President. Dr. Howell's home Is In Dayton.
Henute Republicans in conference
recently, voted 30 to 9 against laying
aside the tariff bill to consider the soldier' bonus.
side-trac-

i
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France will take purt In the conference at The Hague with the Russlaa
delegates beginning June 20, it was officially announced. If political ques
tions are introduced, however, the
trench delegates will promptly withdraw.
The admiralty announces that ths
drifter Illue Sky, which left Ports
mouth June 12 for Invergorden, Scotland, is presumed to be lost with all
hands. Wreckage of ttie Illue Sky has
been washed ashore. The vessel carried a lieutenant, two midshipmen and
eleven enlisted men.
King (leorge nnd Queen Mary have
accepted Invitations to be guests at
dinner on June 24 of Ambassador and
Mrs. Harvey, Chief Justice and Mrs.
Tuft, who will be in London at that
time, also will be present. Ambassador and Mrs. Harvey nrranged the dinner for the king and queen several
weeks ago. When they lenrned that
Mr. and Mrs. Taft would be In Eng.
land at the time they Included them
In the small company Invited.
The allied council of ambassadors,
including Myron T. Herrick of the
United States, recently decided that
the situation In Austria was so des
perate that they sent pleas to nil the
governments interested to suspend
their clulms against Austria for twen
ty years In order that the Termeulen
scheme of credits may operate. All
the great powers. Including America,
already have suspended their claims,
but a few of the smaller ones have
not.
Gen. Chen Chiung Ming, formerly
civil governor of Kwantung province,
whose troops seized Canton, announced that the south China, or
Canton government, has been terminated and that henceforth Canton
would unite with the north in recognizing the old republican parliament.
Dispatches from Canton describe the
collapse of the southern government
as complete. Sun's military forces
crushed and the former Canton president himself a fugitive.
the noncooperatlonist
Quereshl,
leader in British India, who suc
ceeded Mohandas Gandhi when the
latter was arrested and imprisoned
on charges of sedition, has been sentenced to a year's rigorous imprisonment and to pay a fine of 500 rupees,
with a further three months' imprisof payment.
onment
in default
Quereshl was arrested after publication of alleged seditious articles in
the newspaper, Young India. The
publisher and printer of Young India received a similar sentence.
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SHAWL IS PARIS FAD

ANNUAL NAVAL

Southwest News

BILL IS PASSED

From All Over

Spanish Shoulder Decoration At
tracts Attention to Gown.

New Mexico

and Arizona
(Vtatera Ntwipaper Unloa

Nm

APPROVES NAVAL AP-PROPRIATION3 IN BILL PRO.

SENATE

VIDINQ 86,000 MEN.
Serrtot.)

The activity of the copper mines la
reflected In the coal mines of New
Mexico. The mines of Dawson are now
working full time and 120 ovens are
making coke.
At the recent meeting of the board
of regents of the New Mexico State
Normal School in Silver City James
F. Chamberlain was
president for another year.
Three sons of Mr. and Mrs. Kirk
Dudley, Louis, aged 7 ; Willie, S, and J.
3., 4, died recently at Levy, N. M., from
the effects of eating rat poison. The
three little bodies were buried in the
same coffin.
The reconstruction of the auditorium and gymnasium at the U. S. Indian school in Albuquerque, which was
burned some time ago, will be started
at once. An appropriation of $45,000
has passed Congress and the money
will be available at once, according to
word received this week.
Z. Z. Dodds, for a number of years
secretary of the board of school trus
tees of Douglas, Ariz., has resigned
his position and will leave soon for
Welland, Ontario, Canada, where lie
'ill join his brother in the organiza
tion of a Dominion corporation for the
manufacture of flour mill machinery.
Wanting ills wife killed so be could
get her property and marry her daugli
ter by a former husband, Teddy John
son, Navajo Indian near Leupp, Ariz,
hired his brother, Luke Johnson, to
commit the crime, according to the latter's confession. He choked the worn
an to death on the night of May 20.
George Fralick, 18, doomed to di
for the murder of Walter Layton,
guard at the State Industrial School
at Phoenix, will not be hanged June
It).
Governor Campbell announced a
slay of execution automatically has
been obtained through the filing of an
appeal to the State Supreme Court,
Plans are being made to hold the
next meeting of the Colorado River
Commission on Aug. 1 at Bishop's
Lodge, a resort near Santa Fe, N. M
it was stuted in a letter received in
Phoenix by W. S. Norviel, Arizona
member of the commission, from S. B.
Davis, Jr., New Mexico commissioner
Lewis Hawes of Portales, charged
with the murder of his son, Alvin
Hawes, and his son's wife, Mrs. Alvin
lluwes, entered a plea of guilty of first
degree murder, and was sentenced to
serve ninety years on each count in the
state penitentiary. The case was one
if the most sensational in Portales in

A petition signed by more than 2,000
Tulsn, Okla., negroes asking that a
special election he called to permit
them to vote on withdrawing their section of Tulsa and Incorporating It as
a new town, was presented recently
to Governor Robertson. The petition
was not in proper form and was returned for corrections before being years.
considered.
Two more forest fires were
At New York City, Morvich, hailed in the Lincoln forest near reported
Albuquer
met
o'
of
Man
War,
as the successor
que, one in the Can- canon und the othhis master in Whiskaway, a colt that er on the Gilbert ranch. Both were
he defeated last year. It happened small and were
brought under control
in the Carlton stake3 at Aqueduct beby the rangers.
Up to the present
fore a monster crowd that was lime some
twenty fires have occurred
amazed to see Benjamin Block's won- un the forest
tills season, nnd owing
der colt trailing eight lengths behind to the
dry weather every precaution is
H. P. Whitney's entry at the finish.
being taken to guard against further
Whiskaway eased up, came within outbreaks by the forest service. The
the
of
four-fiftof a second
tying
loss in grazing lias been heavy in some
American record for the mile.
localities.
e
Lushed and whipped about by a
a hnlf
Approximately 108,000 of Arizona
and
four
more
than
gale
miles above earth, on the verge of suf- cuttle will be available for market this
to a forecast- In
focation, caused by loss of his oxygen summer, according
the Department of Ag
tank, and compelled to cling to ropes Washington by
and straps attached to a parachute for riculture, the first to he made by the
fear that a whirling cross ' current department, it was said, since, the orof a nation-widlive stock
might weaken and cause them to break gaizution
nre several of the "mere" details relat reporting service was placed under
way to inform producers and buyers of
ed by ("apt. A. W. Stevens, aerial pho
prospective supplies. The Arizona
McCook
Ohio,
Dayton,
field,
tographer,
who recently broke the world's para- forecast compares, it was said, with
chute jump record when he descended IM.OOO head marketed last spring and
3(1,000 the preceding season.
24,200 feet.
The New Mexico state convention of
vice
Col. Mareellus II. Thompson,
the American Legion will be held in
president and active head of the
Company of New York, has Las Vegas Monday, Aug. 2S, to Wedbeen indicted by the federal grand nesday, Aug. 30, when the nnnuul election of officers will be held.
grand jury (it Trenton on the charge
of conspiracy to ship arms to Ireland
Edward Goldman, a pupil In the
in violation of the neutrality laws.
School, Tucson, won first honors
The announcement was made by As- fir Arizona in the national safety
sistant United States District Attor- campaign conducted umong the Interney Thomas V. Arrowsmlth.
mediate or grammar schoolu of the naHerself slightly crippled from birth, tion last fall, according to announceMrs. Elizabeth Laniger Howell, who ment by the Highway and Highway
for many years conducted a fashion- Transport Education Committee at
able boarding house in Newark, N. Washington. He will receive a gold
J., left $289,000 of her $300,000 es- medal and $15, and his manuscript will
tate to the Newark Home for represent the state before the national
Crippled Children, her will, probated ssay committee, It is said.
Her husband
recently, disclosed.
Featured by the fact that a greater
was a cripple for many years and number of
inspections were made nt
her mother also was crippled.
less expense the past year than In any
Assertions that the United States year In the history of the department,
does not need nn army were met by the tenth annual report of the Arizona
Secretary Weeks of the War Depart- Department tl Weights and Measures
ment, in an address at the graduating bus Just been received by Governor
exercises of the United States Mili- Campbell from State Inspector Ray
tary Academy at West Point with a mond Dyasp with the declaration that
statement that "the civilization of tin the purchasing public is today receivworld rests on no surer foundation ing a greater degree of accuracy in
tbnn did the civilization of Boston" at weights and measurements than at any
the time of the police strike nearlj previous time in the history of Arizona.
three years ago.
After playing every part in life's
The attempt of the allied printing cast, from lumber jack und'prlze fighter to the graduate school of a great
trades union to force a
week lias cost the Typographical Union college, Fred (Kid) Wedge, who atattention when he
$8,000,000 In "real money," Max Hayes, tracted nation-widhoboed his way to Harvard, left Tucdelegate of the union, told the convention at Cincinnati. He declared that son to enter the movies in his own
his organization was willing to spend production.
C. Y. Dingier, nged 1!), a resident of
$8,000,000 more if necessary.
Foreigners at Canton were forced to Texas, arrived in Clovls with two
flee for snfety from the Indiscriminate wounds on the side of his head as the
firing at Sun Yat Sen's gunboats, ac- result of an attack by six hoboes while
cording to a Canton dispatch. Two on a train near Vaughn. All the men
thousand persons, Including many for- were arrested by a special officer and
hold to the grand Jury under bond.
eigners, boarded a vessel when hostilities opened and went to Hongkong.
-
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GAY CRETONNE GARDEN APRON

VOTE

$295,450,000

AMENDMENT
MARINES

TO WITHDRAW U. 8.
FROM

HAITI

18

REJECTED.
(WMtwn Newspaper Union

Nm Berrfet.)

Noted Dressmaker Stresses the
ponese Note in Exquisite Outfit for Formal Wear.

Nip-

The Spanish shawl has brought Out
an entirely new type of evening dress
which Is nothing more than a simple
crepe de chine, low neck, sleeveless
robe which matches the shawl In color. There is nothing more .ovely being worn In all Paris at the present
time, says a writer in the New York
Tribune, than this type of dress, a fad,
as it were, among chic women who
wish to attract attention by their
striking clothes. When wearing such
a costume one looks like a brilliant-huetropical Mower or a bird of rare
plumage.
Recently at a fashionable restaurant
in Paris a charming outfit of this kind
was seen. A beuutlful
girl
wore a vivid empire green crepe de
chine dress and Spanish shawl. The
shuwl was embroidered in enormous
peonies in duhlia shades, covering a
range from the beautiful dahlia pinks
down to a deep clematis blue. This,
In contrast with the vivid green of
the foundation, made indeed a bril
liant spot of color. The womun wore
chain of sliver bends, braided
through her auburn tresses.
Another restaurant gown in burnt
orange crepe de chine had an extremely low neck, sleeveless bodice
and draped skirt. It was entirely
without trimming and had a match
ing Spnnlsh shawl, this embroidered
In the most vivid colors with deep
fringe hnving knotted ends.
It Is to Paul Poiret, the eccentric
though admittedly talented Paris man
dressmaker, that fashion owes some
of her more remarkable turns. Just
now M. Poiret distinguishes himself
by emphasizing the Japanese note.
At a recent ball given in connection
with the dressmaking trade of Paris
a Poiret mannequin wore nn exquisite
dress decidedly Japanese in effect,
with her coiffeur a la Japanoise and

Washington. The annual naval ap
propriation bill, carrying approximate
ly $205,450,000, and providing for aa
enlisted personnel of 86,000 men, has
been passed by the Senate and sent to
conference with the House.
Action on the enlisted personnel,
now about 115,000, is final, as the Sen
ate accepted the House decision, and
the question will not come before the
conferees, who will deal principally
with Senate increases of about $44,000,000 over the House bill. There was
no record vote on final passage and no
iVJ7' ''"'"""J
effort was made to reduce the enlist
ed personnel.
Unsuccessful efforts to end American occupation of Haiti, the Domini
can, republic and Nicaragua, and to
An apron ind bonnet covered with
launch a congressional investigation
flowers
a cretonne garden outfit
of navy administration, marked the
offers a summery touch that will In
final day's debnte. An amendment by
terest many women seeking someSenator King, Democrat, Utah, provid
thing different.
ing for withdrawal of American ma
rines from the two republics and
her face made up to resemble a JapNicaragua, Dec. 31 next, was rejected,
anese masque. The dress was deInvestigation of naval administra
tion was proposed by Senator McCor-micveloped from black satin, sllv3r fftlrse
and a gorgeous silver brocade, on
Republican, Illinois, but his reso
which there were Japanese llowers in
lution drew objection from Senator
nattier blue and rose.
Dial, Democrat, South Carolina, nnd
was referred to the naval committee.
SMART RIBBON BOWS ON HATS
It contemplated n survey to abolish
useless navy yards and stations, Sen
Colored Strands Supply Simple and
ator McCormlck declurlng that there
was a navy "pork barrel," and one- Attractive Trimming; Black
third of Its establishments were un
Shapes Preferred.
necessary.
AND
DRESS
CHIC
0VERBL0USE
Wide ribbon made Into loops and
Controversy on the Haitian and
ends or tied In very smurt bows of
Dominican intervention policy divided
good size, is making the trimming for
both parties.
Five Republicans supported Sen
many of the hats shown for ImmedBlack shapes particularly
iate wenr.
ator King's withdrawal amendment
show the preference for the how trim
und four Democrats voted in Its be
and models of hair, mallnes braid and.
half. Another amendment by Sen
of course, mllan, ure used for this pur
ator King, to cut the marine corps
pose.
from 19,500 men to 17,500 men, wai
In using these wide ribbons It Is norejected without a record vote.
ticed that the hanging end is still employed, In some cases the ribbon
Germans Warned Against' Exports.
reuehing almost to the waistline at
Paris. The Interallied reparation!
the side. Many of the large shapes
commission's recent note to Berlin
In poke effect that have the new cutmade public here, Instructs Germany
off back brim, employ the ribbon to
to negotiate immediately with a com
fill In this space with a long soft bow
mittee from the reparations commis
In
reaching far out on each side.
sion regarding receipts and expendi
other cases, when a shape is raised
tures of the German government
slightly at the back, the ribbon loop
or bow may he placed on the underFurthermore,
Germany is warned
side of the brim well toward the back.
against the exportation of capital
Germany is requested to give furthei
Gray Umbrellas.
statistics on her economic position and
'
i
HPS
In contrast with the briglit-hueis told that she must bring about
of the moment Is a new deforced loan during the current year t
mure umbrella in fashionable gray
raise 40,000,000,000 paper marks.
tones. The cover Is of dove gray silk
and the handle is of grny bakelite
Peace.
Foes
of
Scores
Hughes
In
black
nnd white.
Ann Arbor, Mich. A plea for a
Frame, tips and ferrule are of silver.
new sense of civic responsibility in
Nothing could be daintier or more
matters of international concern," In
gruy
elegant than this
silk umbrella, and because of Its very
the United Stntes, as the most certain
Is
the
tone
of
in
a
of
It
basis
world,
quietness
promoting peace
conspicuous
usset of the costume on a rainy day.
was made here by Secretary Hughes
at the commencement exercises of the
TiBtiitiiasBis
Fashion Hints.
University of Michigan. "Sound pubLace nnd beading and plaited panels
lic opinion was most necessary to supere the favored forms of trimming for
port the nation's peaceful diplomatic
The feature of this charming out-- ( several evening and dlnnej. presses.
aims," he said. "It must frown upon
the constunt efforts to create suspi fit, worn by a popular film favorite, is Velvet ribbon In a basket weave patcion, distrust and hatred," he con- the pointed overblouse. Note the but- tern forms' the decoration of an
tons under the arm.
georgette gown.
tinued.
d

wM

iwm

d

t

Infill

hund-etehe- d

silver-trimme- d

w

Indicted for Aiding Sinn Felners.
Trenton, N. J. A federal Indict
ment was made public here, charging
Lieut Col. Mareellus II. Thompson,
of George Harvey, ambassa
dor to the court of St. James, with
conspiring to violate the neutrality
laws by attempting to ship arms to
Sinn Felners, abroad the freighter East
Side, in whose bunkers were found
495 machine guns when she was seized
at Hoboken a year ago. With Colonel
Thompson, was Indicted the Auto Ordnance Company of which he is presi-

dent
Auto Speedway Razed By Fire,
San Francisco, Calif. The Greatei
San Francisco speedway at San Car
los, twenty miles south of here, an
automobile- racing course of wooden
was
construction
de
throughout,
stroyed by fire with nn estimated loss
of $200,000. The fire was discovered
on the wooden track a short distance
south of the grandstand. The fire departments of San Carlos, San Mateo
nnd other nearby points were summoned, but there was no water available and the flames soon swept Into
the grandstand.
-

Labor Convention Against 8alet Tax.
Cincinnati, Ohio. Opposition to a
retail sales tox, with a warning that
effort can be expected to have it written into the bonus bill, and the re
declaration of a policy opposed to un
restricted Immigration, marked the ac
tion of the American Federation of Labor convention here. By unanimous
vote, the convention directed officers
of the federation to wage the fight
against the sales tax with "unabated
:
force."

VARIETY OF MODISH FOOTWEAR
Great Array of New Styles for Worn
buckles, while brown suede Is- - comen of All Ages and for Various
bined with a buckle of bronzed steel.
Occasions.
Black patent father is extremely
smart for the afternonn, particularly
For the last two years footwear hns when It Is
simply made and set off
played an Increasingly prominent role with a colonial buckle, or on ornaIn the mode, growing ever more elab
ment of
The slipbeading.
orate until the present season discovthat Is worn for formal afternoon
ers in every shop such a multiplicity per
occasions is Invariably accompanied
of trimmings and tuch unusual comby the high, slender French heel.
of
and
materials
binations
colors
that
the woman of taste and caution finds
For Morning Wear.
herself forced to wntch her step lest
clothes are not much
Morning
she lose her way in this elaborate
trjnimed. The material itself Is fremaze.
For example, she now selects as a quently made Into pin tucks, shlrrlngs,:
tight groups of gathers, hemstitching,
wnlklng shoe for town wear either an even
on serge, and groups of pleatentirely plain or simply trimmed ox
ford shoe with a medium heel, or the ing which are found everywhere. Emhas not disappeared from the
slightly more elaborate type of sho-e- broidery
low street shoe of black patent mode, every house having used it In
leather and gray suede, with elastic some fashion or other, but it Is not a
Inserts and high patent leather Spnn-l- really embroidered season for all that.
bcels. Another walking- - shoe of It never Is when lines are draped to
the more conservative type Is an ox- the extent that they are at present
ford of suedo and patent leather with
Cool Nightgowns.
heel.
broad, low,'
sheer white nainHeels of varied types are seen among
the street shoes, including the leather sook Is made into lovely nightgowns.
box heel, very broad and low, the Tucks, masses of them, are popular
familiar Cuban heel, and finally the in lingerie, supplanting the gathers
slender Spanish heel, which Is a of former years. They launder well,
fraction lower than the French heel. although a deft hand Is required fop
For the afternoon, simple slippers the act.
of suede or patent leather with steel
Demand for Knit
buckles are the favorites of the womjar.
So active It the sale of
an who seeks distinction In dress, and
knitted
at
smocks
to
the
the
bid
time
fair
present
they
displace
ubiquitous
that, by
strapped sandal. These slippers of some manufacturers of novelty gardistinction seek the softer tones of ments for v, omen, they are said to
suede to harmonize with frocks of constitute from 90 to 95 per cent of
the fashionable colors. Grny, beige the business now being done In that
and black are set off wth steel merchandise.
,
cut-ste-

h

suede-covere- d
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OLD

Two-Ce- nt

PRISON

SHIP

HEAD OF CHILD

ESKIMO-LAN-

t
Cruising Radius of ths
Stamp Greatly Extended in Last
Few Years Haiti and Bermuda Latest Additions.
Two-Cen-

,

)
alphabetical right, Germany
Is the first signatory, and the
United States of America the second.
"Both America and Germany, In
fact, are entitled to more than alphabetical precedence In the Universal
Postal union. The success of a conference called at the instigation of
the United States, in Paris, twelve
years before the postal union was
formed, and the operation of the
Postal union, which
had functioned effectively since 1860,
bad a direct bearing upon the organization which made It possible for
a
stamp to carry your written message to other continents and
remote Islands of the oceans."
Austro-Genna-

Washington, D. C American two- cent stamps now encircle the globe.
"The recent addition of Haiti and
Bermuda to places where two cents
trill carry a letter calls attention to
the vast extension, in the last few
years, of the 'cruising radius' of our
t
stamps," says a bulletin from
the Washington, D. C, headquarters
of the National Geographic society.
"With the tiny red square you may
dispatch a letter northward to a point
where It will be carried to Its JourInto Borne
ney's end by a
Eskimo village; or southward across
the equator toward a
Jour
ney up the Andes or a cunoe trip Into
a white settlement among the Tlerra
del Fuego natives. .
"Theoretically you are entitled to
send a letter with a
stamp
as fur north as Cape Columblu, the
point on Grant Land which Is supposed to be Canada's farthest north,
were there either post office or friend
there to receive It, and to the far
couth of Patagonia or across the
Strait of Magellan to the Argentine
gortjon of Tlerra del Fuego. The
corsouthern limit of your
respondence does not quite reach Cape
Horn, which belongs to Chile, with
which a
rate has not been
arranged.
"East and West your
stamp
will reach to New Zealand and
to
the United States
Samoa; and
postal agency at Shanghai, China,
and the United States Naval hospital
nt Yokohama, Jnpan. Other points In
China and Japan require the usual
foreign rate of five cents.
two-cen-

dog-sle- d

mule-bac-

k

two-ce-

'

two-ce-

two-ce-

two-ce-

Easy to Remember.
"The alphabetical list of some sixty
places where a foreign letter will go
at the rate of 'two cents an ounce or

fraction thereof seems complicated.
But it isn't hard to remember If you
catalogue it geographically Instead of
alphabetically. Briefly, you can send a
letter anywhere In North America and
Central America and to all Important
points In the West Indies for two
t
cents. The
rate nppllei to
all South American countries except
Venezuela and Chile, Paraguay and
Uruguay, and Dutch and French
Guiana.
"In Europe only England, Ireland,
Scotland 'and' Wales are Included in
zone. All of Asia rethe
stamp except the
quires a
points mentioned above. The oceanic
'two-cereach' are New
pluces within
Zealand (Including the Cook Islands
as well - as the British portion
of Somoa), Bermuda and Haiti. Of
course It Is to be remembered that
letter rate as well as
the
other domestic rates apply to Alaska,
the Canal Zone, Guam, the Philippines, Porto Itico, American Samoa,
and the Amerlcm Virgin Islands.
Post Makes for Peace.
"Agreement by which more countries gradually are being added to
t
list' are reached through
the
the Universal Postal union which
first met at Berne in 1874. The oft- repeated statement that the post office
Is a civilizing agent is realized- more
fully when it is noted that representatives of the central powers, the
allied countries and the United States
met In friendly conference at Madrid
Jn 1020. As this was the first meeting
of the Universal Postal union since
the sessions of 1000, in Borne, a great
two-cen-

two-ce-

five-ce-

two-ce-

'two-cen-

-

n

two-ce-

Ghost With an Ax.
Edmonton, Can. A truculent ghost
that wields an ax when In a peevish
mood has been reported from Forest-burg- ,
a nearby coal field town. According to local belief, the spok is the ghost
of a former mine owner named Turner.
After her husband's denth Mrs. Turner
married again, becoming Mrs. Edall,
and this action on her part put the
ghost In a particularly bad humor.
Mrs. Edall said that the spirit appeared in her home with an ex in Its
hands and chased her all over the
house.

i
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Close Watch on Women
Tourists With Gems Travel

MILLIONS

IN

JEWELS

STOLEN

Express Favorite Loot
ing Ground for International Gangs,
All Sorts of Fakes Are
Proving Lucrative.

Paris-Rivier- a

,

Finger-Printe- d

'Mti

I
.?

I

Animals Frozen to Death
Stripped of Meat by Reds
Husum, Wash. With no expense to themselves and a small
amount of, squaw labor, members of a Yakima trlle have
stocked their larder with enough
meat to Inst them until salmon
time next autumn. Every animal frozen to death In the extensive
district on
Mount Adams slopes has been
stripped by the tribe of every
bit of meat. The meat Is dried,
smoked and canned. So long ns
cattle or sheep do not die of
disease, Indians use them for
food.
The past winter In the
area was unusually severe and herds suffered heavy losses.
forest-grazin-

London. For a short time after the
armistice most of the noted detectives
of Europe believed that the wnr had
broken up the notorious gangs of International crooks who, through smuggling and robbery, had cleaned up
handsomely In the five years preceding
hostilities. They thought, also, that
passport obstacles would militate
against the forming of such rings. But
they are now convinced that the International crook survived even a world
war.
Millions of dollars' worth of diamonds and other precious stones are
said to have been stolen by members
of the different gangs In the last three
years. Some of the richest hnuls
have been made on express trains between Paris and the Klvlera and Italy.
The latest sensational exploit was the
rifling of forty or more mnil bags on
an express out of Paris which was
said, erroneously, to hove carried several British diplomatic pouche3. The
foreign office here denies that any
such mail was on the train.
Care of Official Mall.
The greatest care Is always taken
In sending abroad official molls. Dur
ing the war and since official mall
sacks have been carefully guarded by
couriers, who never leave the compartment (always first class and
sealed to ordinary passengers) In
which the official mall Is carried.
These particular mail sacks are porous, to let water In, so that they will

forest-grazin-

g

g

sink if the vessel on which they are
carried is wrecked or is raided by pirates.
An American woman is said to have
helped a British courier throw several
sacks overboard when a certain liner
was captured by a German submarine
in Greek waters.
The record of rollberirts on the
expresses out of Paris In the
last few years shows that most of them
were carried out to seize the jewels of
wealthy women journeying to the
south of France.
The crooks or their stool pigeons
keep careful tubs on all, reputedly
wealthy women traveling during the
Klvlera season. They watch the society announcements In the daily
press to see when the reputed pos
sessors of famous necklaces or diamonds are about to travel, and they
easily spot the sleeping compartments
of such persons. In u careless moment
the dowi.ger or the society queen is
divested
of
her necklaces
and
brooches.
Several times lately on
French expresses they have been held
up ut the point of revolvers while
their Jewels were taken.
Lucrative Fakes.
The "internationals" are also working fake lotteries ur.l fake booknmk-ln- g
concerns.
Another lucrative pastime of the
crook since the war has
been the disposing of
royal
jewels. 12 all the Jewels reported to
have belonged to the
Russian
royal family had really belonged to
them they would have hod to carry
them about In suitcases. Nevertheless
a, considerable amount of the treas
ures once possessed by Europe's den
posed royul families and their
have gone onto the marker,
and the crooks hove made big hauls in
smuggling the.n frcni one country to
another. The American authorities
discovered
some months ago that
crooks were signing on certain American mercantile ships us seamen to
try
to smuggle diamonds into the U"'tell
States.
In
duys one flourishing
trade of the internationals was card
playing on Atlantic liners. Although
'some of the big liners still
dlsp'v the
"Beware of the Card Sharpers' warn-Ing- s
,
In their smoking-roomsfew big
coups by the crooks have been reported since the wnr. One reason Is the
stringency of the American passport
regulations, which have kept at home
many European sharpers.
hang-ers-o-
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Raise Trees for Mines.
In the Investigation of a recent big post office robbery In New York every
A South African mining
corpora"
was
and It
found that a good many of tion has plumed 250 ncres of trees to
employee there was
them had police records. Those men were discharged. Postmaster E. W. supply the demand for pillars for It
Morgan Is, here seen having his finger prints taken.
underground operations.
"finger-printe-

BRUTALITY

Syracuse, N. Y. The police rescued
Kenneth Vermler, five years old, part
ly nude, from the cellar of the family
home, where he is said to have beeu
Imprisoned for two months. The boy'
father is Herbert Vermler, production
superintendent at one of the clty'i
largest Industries.
The lad, emaciated, his body and
head covered with wounds and bruises,
his neck turned, probably permanent
ly, from huddling on a piece of car
pet In a crude soap box, was taken
from the cellar by Mrs. Genevieve
and William
The prison ship Success, perhaps Searles, pellcewoinan,
the oldest ship afloat, built In 1700, Meslck, superintendent of the Society
left Its mooring at the foot of West for the Prevention of Cruelty to Chit
One Hundred and Twenty-nint- h
street. dren.
The boy was wrapped In a blanket
New York the other day and flonted
down the river to the Battery, where and taken before a Justice of the peace
she dockej. This ship Is being used at Eastwood, where a charge of in
to show New Yorkers and visitors ust proper guardianship was brought
how they took care of prisoners at against him. The court adjourned the
case, giving his custodians permission
sea In the old days.
to take the. little boy to the matron's

Keep

ing in Europe.
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Slept on Piece of Carpet In Crude
Soap Box When He Cried Other
Children Were Sent Down
to Punish Him.

Crooks Study
Society News

New York P. O. Employees
IP

ld

(L'Alle-magne-

PATAGONIA

TO

D

Boy, His Body
Emaciated and Covered With
Bruises, Rescued by Police.

volume of business was transacted,
These results are embodied in a Uni
versal Postal convention to which, by

Points in the New World and
to Distant Lands.

MOTHER CUTS OFF

FOR TWO MONTHS

Stamp Can Do
Carries a Letter to Farthest

KEPT IN CELLAR

department
here.

at

police

Drowns Another in Rain Barrel
and Third Is Rescued, Almost
Dead, by Father.
Russell Springs, Ky. After sever
ing the head of her twelve-year-ol- d
daughter with a butcher knife and
son and an In
hurling her
fant Into a barrel filled with rain wa
ter, Mrs. Arnold Holt, residing at the
home of her father, George Harris, ran
heud-o- n
against the sharp edge of
hatchet which she had wedged In
fence and Injured herself probably fatally.
Mrs. Holt Is believed to have be
come suddenly Insane as a result of
brooding over a divorce suit. She was
separated from her husband several
months ago.
Awakened by the screams of the
daughter, George Harris rushed to the
door In time to see Mrs. Holt sever the
girl's head with one blow of a sharp
butcher knife. The son and the In
rant, who were nearby, then were
seized by the demented mother and

headquarters

Long Time In Cellar.
long were you down In the
cellar?" a police officer asked him.
"I don't know Just how long, mister," the boy answered, "but It was
an awful long time down there."
"What did you have to eat?"
"Well, sometimes they would send
down a bowl of toasties, with a little
milk, then a little toast."
Some of the neighborhood children
told Mr. Meslck ami Mrs. Searles that
when they were playing with the Vermler children, Kenneth would hear
them and start to cry from the cellar.
When that would happen, the Invest!
gators were told, one of the other
children would be sent Into the cellar
to whip Kenneth for crying.
Dr. Mandell Shlmberg, police sur
geon, said the boy was suffering from
malnutrition. The boy was taken to
the Syracuse Memorial hospital.
"How

BLACK COLOR IS HEREDITARY
Feeding and Management of Sheep
Have Nothing to Do With Appearance of Black Lambs.
(Prepared br tha United Statu Department
of Agriculture.)
The appearance of black lambs In
a flock made up entirely of white
sheep has been for ages, and Is still,
a cause for wonder and the basis of
superstitions. But the study of the
laws of breeding and heredity has explained the reasons for the sporadic
speciappearance of these
mens. In a letter to a farmer
25 black lambs from a flock:
of 175 purebred Shropshire ewes, all
white, and who considered certain
feeds the cause, the United States
Department of Agriculture gives a

clear statement of the principles

In-

volved.

Feeding and management of sheep,
says Dr. Sewall Wright, specialist In,
animal genetics, have nothing to
the appearance of black lambs.
The black color Is hereditary even
though It may be transmitted by ordinary white sheep. The black color
In such a case Is. what Is called a
White sheep
recessive character.
which transmit this character at all
transmit black In 50 per cent of their
reproductive cells (ova In the case of
ewes and spermatozoa In the case of
rams) and white In the remaining 00
per cent. Thus, sucn wnue sneep
mated with blacks (which can only
transmit black) produce 50 per cent
black Iambs and 50 per cent white.
All of these white lambs can transmit black.

White sheep which transmit only
white, mated with blacks, produce
only white lambs, but all of these
lambs can transmit black. When both
ewe and ram are wnite, our. Dom
transmit black, about 25 per cent of
the lambs are black, 50 per cent are
white, which transmit black, while
the remaining 25 per cent are true- -

Severed

the Girl's Head With

One

rt

tVl.'.-i.'-

"'

Blow.

plunged Into the barrel of water, the
cover thrown on top of them to prevent their escape.
Tearing her hair and shrieking, Mrs.
Holt then ran to a fence in which she
previously had fastened a hatchet,
Backing away 20 feet, she lowered her
'"''- .
head and ran straight against the
Tells of His Bruises.
Kenneth was asked how he received sharp blade, cleaving her skull.
The father watched the tragedy as
the wounds on his head and body.
"Those," the child said, pointing to though paralyzed until the woman fell,
The boy
the wounds on his face and head, then ran to notify neighbors.
was found hanging head down over
"came from sleeping In the box.
the edge of the rnln barrel In an un
had the box next to the furnace.
There was a carpet In the bottom. conscious condition and hope is held
for his recovery.
The Infunt perished
In the barrel.
Mrs. Holt wns unconscious
when
picked up by neighbors and physicians
who attended her said she would not
recover. During a brief lapse of con
sciousness
she whispered:
"Why
didn't God let me finish It?"
She Is said to have been despond
ent since her separation from her husband nnd dreaded the ordeal of appearing In court in the divorce proceedings which she had Instituted.
Arnold Holt, the husband, formerly
was employed ns a salesman at I.ouls- llle.
His present whereabouts Is not
known.
Mrs.
Is a

Arnold's brother. Elan Harris.
dentist of Danville,

A

Shropshire Sheep.
In this case It Is
whites.
breeding
an even ennnce tnac a giveu ovum
will transmit black and nn even
chance that it will be fertilized by a
mole cell which transmits black, mak
ing one chance In four that both
transmit black, which Is necessary
for the production of a black lamb.
With 25 black lambs appearing In
the flock, It Is Indicated that about
100 of the 175 ewes transmit black,
assuming that all of the rams used
transmit It. If not all the rams
transmit this color, then It Is probable that an even larger number of
ewes transmit It.
Department of Agriculture Bulletin
905, Principles of Live Stock Breed
ing, contains a detailed discussion or
It may be obtained
this problem.
from the superintendent of public
documents, government printing office, Washington, D. C, for 15 cents.

Ky.
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at Marriage After Kan
sas "City Woman Mops Up

ceman Balks

Wason

BRAN

GOOD

FOR

HORSES'

TOO ROUGH

With Him.

Better for Animals Easily Purged
Than Warm Mash Easy on
Digestive Apparatus.

In cases of horses that are easily
purged, It Is belter to give dry bran
than a warm mash, and good clean
bran may, with benefit, always form a
portion of the dry food of ull sorts
Whipped Kenneth for Crying.
of young horses, as the mineral conNo pillow.
That's how I hurt my
stituents will be available as
head by laying on the carpet in the on my ice route, said Connolly. "She
material. In most cases of
box."
wants me to marry her, but I don't Illness a bran mash may with safety
Black and blue marks on his body,
ove her. She threatened to kill me and benefit be given, as It does not
Kenneth sold, were from being struck if I didn't get a marriage license."
overtax the digestive apparatus, but
with the handle of a broom.
Elsie admitted It and asked Murtin when there Is evident irritability of
Mrs. Vernder told Mrs. Searles that to change his mind.
the bowels, as In diarrhea, etc., it Is
11 of her 12 children
ore nt home.
oetter to give bran in a dry stute than
"You're too rough," he answered.
The oldest, Everett, seventeen, is liv
!n the form of a mnsh.
Judge Fleming fined both $25.
ing with a family by whom be was
A warm bran mash Is, however, of
adopted In Infancy,
great service tJ horses that are working hard and receiving a large h mount
Cuts Off Wife's Hair
of grain. It should be given on the
DENIED MEAT FCR TEN YEARS
to Keep Her at Home
Saturday night, or any other time
when the horses are resting the folWife Testifies in Court She Wasn't
Akron, 0. Nearly four feet
lowing day, as It has a decidedly laxaLet Express Her Pleasure
of golden tresses was shorn
tive effect on the bowels. Bran in a
on Saturdays.
from the head of Mrs. Clara
dry state Is an astringent, but In the
Cox, twenty-seveform of a mash It Is a laxative. If
by her husCedar Rapids, la. Mrs. Maud
band, Orrln Cox, a rubber workwife of Clyde Darland, head of
given once a week It will counteract
er, to prevent her from leaving
the feverish symptoms which are
the Helping Hand Mission In Cerro
her family to travel us a hair
Gordo county, was grunted a divorce
supposed to result from high feeding,
tonic
It was
hut this should not follow If a proper
demonstrator,
on the grounds of cruel and inhuman
learned here.
treatment. She alleged she hud not
System of feeding Is adopted.
They quarreled over the probeen permitted to eat meat for ten
posed tour, and she stayed away
years, was not permitted to drink
EXCELLENT FOR YOUNG PIGS
from home until late the other
coffee or ten, could not use vinegar or
Cox
awaited
her
return.
night.
no
could
pleaspepper and
"express
He watched her as she braided
ure" on Saturday.
Pasture Supplemented by Limited
her hair for the night. Then ns
Is
Their seven children, she alleged,
imals
Grain Allowance
In
she
arose
from
of
front
her
were not permitted to play on SaturKept Thrifty.
he
mirror
the
braids,
clipped
days and were compelled to pray one
which reached to her nnkles.
hour every morning and an hour and
Good pasture supplemented
"I
would
by a
give a million dolThe older
a half every evening.
limited grain allowance Is an excellars if I could restore your
children, she claimed, were forced to
lent ration for young pigs. The pigs
hair," Cox told her as they were
walk four miles to work, and their
on pasture not only make cheaper
reconciled at the hospital where
only food during the day was a crust
the wife Is suffering from a
gains, but the succulent feed and exof irend. She wns allowed the cusercise they obtain aids In keeping
nervous collapse.
tody of the children and $50 a month
them
thrifty.
alimony.
Kansas City, Mo. Martin Connolly
small iceman and Elsie Rogers
A policeman
large housemaid.
Elsie mopping up the lee wagon
with Martin. Next both were In the
South' side municipal court.
"She Is all the time following me
Is a
Is n
ootid

g
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Lafayette's
Last Visit

Home of Revolutionary Patriot

I

NEW MEXICO

OFFICIAL
STRIKE

DECLARES

RAILWAY

WILL BRING

TROU-

BLE TO LEADERS.

BOARD
Lafayette's last visit to this country
When the time which
was In 1724-2he had allotted for his tour had
nfter he had visited every one
of the 24 states of the Union, Lafay
ette repaired to Washington to pay nis
parting respects to the chief magistrate of the nation, John Qulncy
Ad.ams. This took place at the Presidential mnnslon September 6, 1825,
1)8 years ago, and on the
anniversary of Lafayette's birth.
The farewell address of President
Adams In behalf of tho whole American people was a most affecting
tn th
loftv character and oa- trlotlc services of Lafayette during his
long and eventful career, ana ciosea
with the following words:
"You are ours by that unshaken sentiment of gratitude for your services which is a precious portion of our
ri

iVM,
I

sixty-eight- h

'MtfwHSra

wj.

n

miff!

ltd

1iH

!fJ

trib-nf- o
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(fie historic Pago home in Danvers, Ma6s., from which
and
captain of the American army, started forth with
It was In this house, also, that Page organized the Minute
The house is also known as the "Tea Party House."
in the house, Mis. Page served it to a party of friends on

Page, the first Revolutionary colonel ot an Essex' regiment,
the Minute Men of Danvers for the Battle of Lexington.
Men of the town.
Forbidden by her husband to serve the tabooed English tea
the roof, thus keeping the letter If not the spirit of her

husband's orders.

the 13 lightning bolts are ready to be
shot out of the heaven and to establish with whatever violence may be
needed against the tiger and ape,
herds or howling wolf packs,
the peace of perfect athletic humanity.
"Flag and eagle they are ours ; they
are historically one," suys Mr. Guthrie.
"Our flag flies to the winds, as we
United States be 13 stripes, alternate lift our eyes to it reverently we can
red and white, and tbut the union be and do swear fealty to it with whatever abides vitally innocent In us,
13 stars white In a blue Held, reprewhite hot for the strife unto a better
senting a new constellation."
The resolution says nothing about world."
the arrangement of the stars In the
sample, whereupon she set to work
and completed a flag which was apThis was the flag that was
proved.
finally adopted by congress, nnd on
1777, congress entered on its
June
journal an olllcial indorsement of the
Stars and Stripes in a resolution worded us follows:
"Kosolved, That the fing of the
u

Glorious Stars
and Stripes

'fheibig is II"' emblem of our unity,
our power, our purpose as u nation. It
the punt.
great history. Since Its
adoption on June 1 1, 1777, it has
been associated wit li whatever patriotic idea we worship and Is the symbol of the greal faith to which we are
bom.
"Ac long as men are men that Hup:
1777, is well elioseii.
clumcn on June
It Inn a meaning, a niessiige, a
espi'iiL'0 to us of

It. liuw

d

oili-i'i-

il

Hiiy.M

Norman

William

I!nv.

Uutlirle. who has written a hook, "The
Jieltftloii of Old Cilwry," to explain the
meaning and iih'Ssiiko of America's
fiatf to lie nations of the world.
The lln sr of the United Slates came
conjnlo being more deliberately and
sciously Hum other tlags, Kiich as that
ot Ei'shiiNl, or I'runie, or Spain. It
chosen after many popular ex
tva
jmrlmeiits had been made, ollieially and
iinotlleially. on sea and land.
Inception of the Flag.
O lie. dhir.v of the net mil
making of
(lug as we know
ihe firfl Ainerii-at Is not touehed on by Mi. (iuthrio.
Onilttlns all minor particulars, the
natn polntfi are these:
Washington, arcompanled by two
(tentlemen, called one day In 1770 at
the little upholstery shop In Arch
llreef, I'lilladelphia, where Mrs. Iietsy
ftoHd was carrying on business, anil
Mke(l her lf slle eoald make a llnji.
(ihe Biild that she had never made one,
fjut thai she could try. They thereupon produced n design rather roughly
Rlie examined the deslun and.
Irawn.
notitlnK that Ihe stars were
sii(.'es(e(( that they be made with
I

showinj; them how a
could be made with n
lnplfl clip of the aclssors.
Design Approved by Congress.
(Jeneral Wiisliinjrlon tlien and tliere
rlianKi'd (lie sketch, and soon after a
Wil-llncolored design by a painter named
Jlfirrett was sent to Mrs. Hons us

(ive points,

star

staai-pedin- g

.

field.

The ensign of the United States remained the same as fixed by the resolution of .Tune 14, 1777, until 1705,
when Vermont and Kentucky had been
admitted to (lie Union, anil on January
the following
13, 17114, congress pass
act :
"That from nnd after the first day
or May, 17!).", the Hag of the United
States lie 15 stripes alternate red and
while: that the union be 13 stars
C
l'
white In a blue Held."
In ISIS, at the suggestion of Samuel O. Held, the original 13 stripes
were restored anil congress voted to
add a new slur on the Fourth of July Lord God of land and sea,
An ancient faith renew,
succeeding the admission of each new
state.
That still our stand may be
The trust our fathers knew;
Significance of Symbols.
"When a white Hug slut! or pole Is We of the Legion pray, Lord God,
set up on a village green," says Mr. To follow in the way they trod.
Guthrie, "it will doubtless show nt the What Freedom gave they shared
top on a golden ball the American
The shores that made them free
eagle, also golden, Hupping his wide With true men brave who dared
to
or
If
about
as
Just alighting
wings,
The seas for Liberty;
exult in heavenward lliglit. This eagle We of the Legion, Lord, would share
deIs the very prime symbol of our
Our heritage with them who dare.
fensive and aspiring Union. It Is the In
duty done, they wrought
bird or angel of our peace, our winged
That peace might still abide;
Victory, our Phoenix, the point of con- In fear of
none, they fought
tact and the vehicle of grace in our
With right upon their side;
Intercourse with heaven. Embroidered We of the
Legion plead for light,
on a blue Held, star strewn, it is the
So we be upright in Thy sight.
emblem of tlie executive head of the
Not theirs with gyve and chain
nation."
To bind the vanquished foe;
In his right talon our eagle clutches
the olive brunch, with 13 green leaves Not theirs to strive for gain
From out a people's woe:
and 13 berries, the leaves that are the
show of life and tlie berries that are We of the Legion under Thee
the fruit Hint symbol itself currying Would champion Democracy.
us back to the olive twig borne by the One Flag alone they flew,
This olive branch proNor vain to them its call,
dove of Noah.
claims our constant purpose a posi- That we might own it true,
The bravest flag of all;
tive creative peace.
Now, In the left talon of our her- We of the Legion swear to hold
The Flag unsullied, fold and fold.
aldic eagie are clutched tlie 13 arrows
Thcmas G. Devine, in Kansas City
which signify tlie threatening iumder-holls- .
Star.
As. Mr. (iuthrie explains it,

I

JMTE

Lafayette in 1824.
inheritance ; ours by that tie of love
and stronger than death which lias
linked your name for the endless ages
of time with the name of Washington.
"At the painful moment of parting with you we take comfort in the
thought that, wherever you may be,
to the last pulsation of your heart,
our country will ever be present to,
your affections; and a cheerful consolation assured us that we lire not
called to sorrow; most of all, that
we shall see your face no more, for
we shall indulge the pleasing antici
friend
our
pation of beholding
again.
"In the name of the whole people
of the United States I bid you a re
luctant and affectionate farewell."
To this parting address from Presi
dent Adams, Lafayette replied in a
strain of patriotic and Impassioned eloquence.
On the

same day Lafayette embarked for France on board the
Brandywlne, a new frigate named in
compliment to him, who on the banks
of that river was wounded in his first
battle for American freedom.
These were the main incidents of
New York's reception to Lafayette:
Aquatic procession from Staten Island to the Uattery. General Lafayette on board the Chancellor Livingston.
Marching salute of troops before City
hall.
Formally received by the mayor anil
common council.
Escorted to the portrait room In City
hall, which had been fitted up as his

Betsy Ross' Grave Needs Care
I.

1
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Lafayette's Second Visit to America.
From an Old Engraving.
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most l. mous womena great nistone
of one ot the nation
Few Americans would think that this was the grave
Banner," used In the Continental
ieter. It is the resting place of Betsy Ross, who made the first "Star-Spangle- d
The patriotic order, Sons of America, has
of
the
care
the
made
grave.
for
been
has
ever
my. No uppropriation

taken ths matter up.

CHAIRMAN

ANSWERS UNION
HOOPER

ASSERTS

THAT INTERESTS OF RAILMEN
ARE HELD UPPERMOST.

(ffeitern Nevipnpw UdIoo

News SeVficv.)

Chicago. Disaster for the striking
railway unions and unfortunate results
for their membership was predicted to
follow the threatened walkout, on
which a strike vote is now being taken,
by nine railroad labor organizations, In
a letter from Ben W. Hooper, chairman of the railroad labor board, to the
union leaders.
Answering a letter from the union
chiefs to the board, which declared
the executives would authorize a
strike if the employes demanded It,
Chairman Hooper made categorical reon the
ply to the "fierce assaults"
board, for which he declared there was
no ground.
"With the degree of friendly Interest that I feel in these organization
and with the recognition I accord to
their great service to their membership, I am hopeful that they will not
adopt a course that will surely prove
disastrous to the organizations and unfortunate to the men composing thein,"
wrote Mr. Hooper.
"It is regrettable that such a stepa
contemplated at a time when the country Is just entering upon an era of
more stable Industrial conditions, that
give promise of an enlarged degree of
prosperity to railway employes."
Although Chairman Hooper said in
his letter, which was addressed to B.
M. Jewell, president of the railway
employes' department of the American
Federation of Labor, that he felt no
reply was required to the unions'
strike avowal, he expressed "a willingness to go beyond the strict limits of
my official authority In the Interest
118 said he felt
of railway peace."
it his duty to reply, because the threatened strike "contains such possibilities
of losi nnd detriment" to the strikers.
The chuirmiin added that a strike vote
should not be taken on any misunderstanding of the action or attitude of
the bonrd. He pointed out that the
class of common labor In 1915
received but 15 cents an hour and in
1917 10.3 cents. The average pay of
the section hnnd, the chairman added,
will, under the July 1 reduction, still
be llfl.7 higher than in 1915.
Wages for other employes, also, he
added, were "very considerably larger" than In 1917 or In 1915.
."Surely the leaders of these railway labor organizations cannot expect to win the approval of the people
of the United States by a rigid, unyielding resistance to the Inevitable
process of readjustment which hai
been in progress for the past year,"
the letter continued. "If the public la
satisfied that the railway employes
have been even more than fairly dealt
with, by comparison with similar labor anil in view of the conditions surrounding their work, there will be no
demand that they shall be treated as
absolutely immume from the operation
of the economic processes through
which everybody else must pass.
"The fact cannot be overlooked that
the policy of the leaders of the employes seems to be to accept no reduction, however slight."
Radio "Searchlight" Invented.
New York. Senator Gugllelmo Marconi, wqnder man of wireless, has announced the invention of what might
be termed a radio searchlight by
means of which radio waves, which
can be reflected like light waves, may
be sent In a given direction In a beam,
instead of being scattered to all points

Rio Grande River on Rampage.
Laredo, Texas. Hundreds of Mexicans were rendered destitute, scores
of houses in lowlands washed away,
the Laredo lighting plant put out of
and much live stock
commission
drowned when the Wo Grande reached

feet here and
a crest of forty-fivout over low lying sections of
reception quarters during his stay In spread
Laredo and Nuevo Laredo. Offices of
New York.
government departments were flooded
Reception by his old comrades-Inarmand only part of the balustrade of the
of the Revolution.
new International bridge connecting
Special theatrical performance at
and Nuevo Laredo was visiLnredo
to
as
a
theater
Park
compliment
the
above the water.
ble
the general.
Ball at the Park theater.
Woman Nominated for U. 8. Senator.
St. Paul, Minn. A woman has been
American Spirit.
United States senator
The spirit of 1770 Is the spirit ot nominated for
a major political party for the first
by
look
to
are
who
forward.
men
willing
In the history of the country.
It Is the spirit of men who realize that time became
apparent when returns
human Institutions must change with This
election
the recent primary
ehuuglng times. It is the spirit ol from
Olesen had
those men today who dare to devise showed Mrs. Anna Dickie
new methods to remedy the failures ol captured the senatorial nomination of
the present social and economic order. the Democratic party from two male
Opposing Mrs. Olesen In
They are the proof that the spirit ot opponents.
America still lives. They are the true the November election will be Minnedescendants of the experimenters of sota's junior senator, Frank B.
1776. Wisconsin Agriculturist.
e
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Woman Relied Upon Lydia
E. Pinkham's Vegetable
Compound
"I began using
Emporia. Kansas.
Lydia E. Pinkham's medicines years ago

when I was a girl.
For several years I
had severe pains at
menstrual periods,
me very
making
weak ana interfering
with my regular duties. I tried several
remedies without obtaining relief. I was
induced to try Lydia
E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound by
friends and it re
stored me to normal health. I often
have occasion and do recommend your
Vegetable Compound to my friends who
have troubles similar to my own. You
may use these facts as a testimonial. "
Eva Aldrich, 218 Union St., Emporia,
Kansas.
There

are many women who first used
our Vegetable Compound during their
pirlhood days. They found it a valuable
help during trying periods. In later
years they use it whenever they feel
those annoying symptoms which women
often have.
Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Com- pound is a woman 'b medicine. It is prepared carefully from the best quality of
medicinal plants, whose properties are
especially adapted to correct the troubles
women have.
No Whickers.
Teddy, age four, was not particularly fond of her sister's frequent caller,
In spite of the many efforts on his
part to make friends with her.
"Muvver," she said wearily one Sunday evening, "please make that kid do
home."
"Why, dear!" exclaimed mother, "he

Isn't

a

kid

he's a man."

;

"Well," Teddy said, surprised,
hasn't dot any tlskers !"
Like honesty,
others pays.

consideration

'he
for

He swapped agold
mine for a can
of Edgeworth
Of course William didn't know how
.much gold there was in the mine or he
wouldn't have paid so high a price
even for his beloved Edgeworth.
Aa he writes the story with lead
pencil on the back of a map

Mister Larua & Bro. Co.
You'll notice I ain't going to let them
people what puts that xxxxxxx (thia was
the name of a competitive friend's prod- uct) stuff get away by their lonesome In
the high price class; cauao they're just
tinhorns anyway alongside of me, what
traded a claim in the Diddyrod country
one time for a small tin of Edgeworth.
And tho sourdough what got the claim
from me for the Edgeworth took eighty
thousand dollars out of the ground what
I didn't think was in it.
William Craigle
Satchaket Post-offiDeur

low-pai- d

of the compass. The famous Italian
said lie believed this Invention could
be utilized in such a manner as to rid
the sea of some of Its terrors, for It
was capable of flashing guiding beams
nearly 100 ndles.
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TO WOMANHOOD

BE DISASTROUS

to America

'"y

FROM GIRLHOOD

t

'

Alaska

That was the most expensive can of
Edgeworth that ever was bought. We
have many letters from our friends
who have gone to great lengths to get
their favorite tobacco. We prize them
all, but this one has a particularly
warm place in our hearts.
We don't want any Edgeworth
smoker to have to pay more than the
regular price for Edgeworth.
to
We do want every
try Edgeworth, and it's just as pleasant for us to send
free samples to any
as it is
for a
to hand his can
over to someone
who's run short.
er

ill

pipe-smok-

pipe-smok-er

If Edgeworth
doesn'tsuityou,
it's no use trying to sell you
any. If it does,
the samples will
soon tell you,
and you'll be
like the rest of

us happiest with a pipe of
between your teeth.
Send us your name and address on
a postcard. If you want to help us
further, give us the name of the dealer
from whom you usually buy your
Edge-wor-

th

tobacco.
Just as soon as we receive your request we will mail you generous samples of Edgeworth in both forms-P- lug
Slice and Ready-Rubbe- d.

sftce-ebmes
in flat
Edgeworth Plug
cakes, cut into thin, moist slices. One
slice rubbed between the hands makes'

a fragrant pipeful.

Is exEdgeworth Ready-Rubbactly the same tobacco, but ready to
ed

go into

your

pipe.

Edgeworth is sold in various sizes to
meet the requirements of many different customers. Both Edgeworth Plug
Slice and Edgeworth
d
are put up in pocket-siz- e
cans, in attractive tin humidors and glass jars,
and in various quantities in between
those sizes.
For the free samples, address Larus
& Brother Company, 41 South 21st
Street, Richmond, Va.
To Retail Tobacco Merchants:
If
your jobber cannot suppk you with
ComEdgeworth, Larus &
pany will gladly send yotjfprepaid by
n
parcel post a one- - or
carton
of any size of Edgeworth Plug Slice or
d
for the same price you
would pay the jobber.
Ready-Rubbe-

Ber

two-doze-

Ready-Rubbe-

W. N. U.,

DENVER,

NO.

22.

.
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Something to Think About
By

F. A. TPALKER

six

which you may or may not observe as
you take hold of today's duties.
Before night, however, you may bepVERYTHING In nature Is moving come conscious
of a new-bor- n
power,
toward a grent purpose. There is
no Inactivity In the ntoms or In the or n lack of It, and wonder what the

transformation

means.

Its, significance Is clear.
Yon are
going forwnrd or backward, keeping
In accord with the eternal motion of
things of which you are a part.
If you would move forward, keep
step with the men and women who
are laboring and achieving In the
great purpose, you must wntch your
every thought. Impulse and act, and
ask yourself at the beginning of each
day whether you are pressing toward
victory or turning toward defeat.
"Forward or backward?" ought to
be your Initial question at dawn, and
your final query at night. Let this
become a habit, and
In a Utile while you will be
glad that
you acquired It.
(Copyright.)
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Applicants for Insurance Often
Rejected.
Judging from reports from druggists
are constantly in direct touch with
the Dublic. there is one nrpnanttinn that
nas been very successful
in overcoming
"cse conditions. The mild and healing
'niluence of Dr. Kilmer's Swamp-Roo- t
is
rea 'ze,1' 11 san
the h'8'";8t for
' "8 remarkable
record of success.
An examining physician for one of the
prominent Life Insurance Companies, in
,n interview on the subject, made the as-- I
toniBllin8 statement that one reason why
for insurance are re-- r
?,m.an?is PP''nts
because kidney trouble is so
rrnnmnn t tb. Amrin
.nH 11..
large majority of those whose applica
tions are declined do not even suspect
that they have the disease.
Dr. Kilmer's Swamp Root is on salt
at all drug stores in bottles of two sizes,
medium and large. However, if you wish
first to test this great preparation send
ten cents to Dr. Kilmer & Co., Binehnra-ton- ,
N. Y., for a sample bottle. When
writing be sure and mention this paper.
who
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COLGATE'S
CasKmere Bouquet
Large jise

Ta

ajc

Sp

Medium fivt
ioc
Luxurious1
Lasting
Refined

nr,l.
and weak from lack of nourishment
i could not do my housework.
"I was so nervous I couldn't
keep
still during the day nor sleep at night.
I can see now If It had not been for
Tanlac I would have had to give up
entirely. I nm now feeling strong and
(i,'y
healthy and all the credit belongs to
So,
Tanlac."
Advertisement.
Tanlac Is sold by all good druggists.
Boy Scouts Adopt Tree.
SORRY SHE DIDN'T LIKE IT
A prone juniper,
growing near the
Masonic home, Elizabeth, Pa., Is at
But Anyway, That Particular
Hat least eighty years old, und now meas
ures 48 Inches in diameter, and Is 24
Wasn't for Sale, and It Made
Indies high. The llmhs lying on the
Little Difference.
ground do not take root. The tree
In and out of department stores nnd has been given a place In the Hall of DAISY FLY
ALL FL1US.
millinery shops went the Woman and Kiime of the American Forestry assoclean .ornsmi'iitsW
Tenient, eiiwu.
her friend, trying on hats trimmed ciation of Washington, D. C. Hie boy
with rohbon, hats smothered in feath- scouts of Elizabeth have adopted this
metal, cn t 9'u E
tip over j mil nommm
ers and hats where bloomed flowers remarkable tree and erected a fence
or injnrw
tmiMP.t
GnrnUed
that never were on sea or land. The around It. The nomination for the
br
6 bFXtCE&ft,
Woman's friend was as hard to suit Hull of Fame was mad' by
prepn a,
Judge
as (he little girl in the "Three Hears." George IS. Orlady of the superior court HAUOUJ bulliiKS, 160 1 iUlb An., UrooUrm, X. Xr
of
They were all "too" something.
Pennsylvania.
The
Woman was growing weary, and spynn
ing
Cuticura for Pimply Faces.
attractive black hut with some
spidery white feathers In a heap be- lo remove pimples and blackheads
fore another fussy shopper, she pointsmear them with Cuticura Ointment.
ed It out to her friend.
Wash oft In five minutes with Cuti"Try to get a chance nt that un cura Soap and hot ynter. Once clear
usual Irat. It has a great deal of dis- keep your skin clear by
using them for A man is as old as his organs; her
tinction," she whlRperod.
daily toilet purposes. Don't fall to In,
can be as vigorous and healthy at
The friend sidled up to the show- clude Cuticura Talcum. Advertisement.
70 as at 35 if he aids his organs in
case, and when the fussy shopper was
their functions. Keep-youNew
performing
Idea
in
trying, on a
Headgear,
creation,
vital organs healthy witto
she seized the hat and viewed the efThe newest Idea for huts is a heatfect In the glass, exclaiming: "Ugh! I proof lining.
For tills purpose the
don't like this one a little bit."
lining of the hat Is made of a series
"Excuo me, madam," Icily said the of layers of thin, lightweight fabric
fussy shopper, "that Is my own hat 1 of different colors, the combination
bought In Kenosha. Sorry you don't acting as a
While not exadmire It." Chicago Journal.
cluding light, It filters out the heat
rnys in other words, the longer light The world's standard remedy for Wdneyv
waves, and thus keeps flie head cool liver, bladder and uric acid troubles ettneo
Baked Monkey a Delicacy.
1696; corrects disorders; stimulates vital
A hunter's paradise is Mexico, nnd la wuriu weather. Philadelphia
organs. All druggists, three size.
almost within sight of the capital nre
Look for tlie nane Gold Medal on
forests that abound with wild game,
and accept no imitation
offered at all seasons In the Mexico
Something to Look At.
City markets.
"Anything to see In this town?" InVenison Is a staple and wild (lucks quired a recently arrived ;uest.
rS3S?M HAIR BALSAM
tifld geese miiy be purchased for a few
"Well," replied the landlord of the
.centavos. Live quail as well as varie- tavern at Oblong Outer, "n lady barties of pl:pusunts and pigeons are sold ber lists Just opened up a shop In the
and SI. coal jirurln
'T' JtrV
yttlaeniCln'.WI;.fatcUiW.I.
on the streets by peddler
Indians next block.' You might klnda ramble
from the hills frequently trudge to the around and "
lonjca, ato., him.b all pain, rniurr. corafun l&Uf
fret, makra witlltlntr
ir.. .., M.n ...
"I have seen lady barbers before." Slid.
city with a wild boar, and turkeys may
II laooiCbauilcal Worla, fatcbutf u. X.
be had for the price of a paltry
"I suppose so.
But proh'ly you
tip to
a native hunter.
never saw how the male population
"Accept No Substitutes."- If one Is so inclined, a tender of a village act when they see a
Is tills?" asked u young woni'
lady
"IIow
monkey may be procured for Sunday barber." Kansas City Star.
an of a shopkeeper.
"Yott are at
baking, a dish that Mexican epicures,
lag .lust as much foi these tUvr'
especially of the tropical regions, relSoap Ought to Help.
iiniuieters as you did for those yoxt
ish above all others.
The discovery of a lake, rich In car- showed me last August."
bonate of soda, In the neighborhood of
the
miss,"
"Certainly,
replied
Improvement Goes On.
Kulumda, .Siberia, bus been iiiinoiiiiced.
merchant.
tu
puzzled
"They'rerecent statistics state The lake Is located in a very fertile re- same
Although
thing!"
that A2.0 per cent of American farm gion, nnd active steps are being taken
"They're nothing of the awtf
houses have telephones, only 27.1 per to
exploit the discovery, snys the Sci- triumphantly.
flume
jrM
rent have electric lights, 21 per cent entific American, nnd erect a snap fact- showed me before"Why,
had twice a uracil
have vacuum cleaners and lfl.2 per ory In the Immediate
vicinity of the mercury in them !" American Legion
cent have electric washing machines. lake.
Weekly.
SO
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COLD MEDAL

light-filte-

SEEMS probable that cancer, one
of the most deadly .of the enemies
of mankind, will soon be conquered by
the use of radium.
Since the heglnnlng of time this ele-

For the

last

score or more of years the pres
ence of some unRpen biit powerful
force has been suspected. Scientists
sought to discover what It was. but
sought In vain, till a quiet little Polish
woman, after years of laborious exper-

iment, discovered It.
That a woman should have made
this discovery one of the most notable
In all history Is highly .important.
It disproves forever the old contention that there Is any difference between the brain of a man and that of
b woman.
The highest concentration, the greatest reasoning power, the most Indomitable determination were required for
the years of work which had to be (lone
before this discovery could be made.
A man stumbles on a gold mine or a
diamond deposit by accident. But to
find a metal which exists In the most
yilnute quantities, and which must be
extracted by Infinite pains from the surrounding elements, has to be located

first, and laboriously separated after

ward.
Countless experiments entered Into
Mine. Curie's work, and only a remarkable human being could have
brought It to a successful conclusion.
Much Is yet to he done before the
power of radium over cancer can be
thoroughly tested.
But this can be left to others, as the
consolidation of a captured position in
war can be left to subordinates after a
brilliant general has wou an engage
ment.
Mine. Curie has set an example, not
only for her own sex, but for all the
searchers for truth In the world.
Her achievement Is an Inspiration,
and probably to the end of time, will
be an Inspiration to the whole world.
(Copyright.)
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furnished

through a sieve one and one- fourth cupfuls of molnssec, one and
cupfuls each of graham flour,
eornmeul und rye meal, two teasponn-ful- s
of salt, three and
of soda and one and
s
A S STALE bread will accumulate, a
cupfuls of cold water. Mix
little care is needed to keep
ahead of the growth. If dry bread Is well and steam three hours.
put through the meat chopper It may
Stuffed Apples for Tea.
then be used for croquettes, meat balls
Take fine large apples, core and fill
and any number of dishes. Keep the with
cupful each of bread
crumbs In a glass jar, sealed from the
crumbs and chopped roiist beef, one
lr.
tablespoonful of melted butter, one
teaspoonful of onion Juice,
Omelet.
ten spoonful of celery Bait, half
Boll
of
one
add
milk,
cupful
of salt, one tablespoonful
teaspoonful
one
of
butter
and
cuptablespoonful
ful of bread crumbs, seasoning to of parsley chopped and a dash of red
taste. Beatthe yolks of three eggs pepper. Mir well and press Into the
In a little hot water
and add them, then stir In the stiffly apples. Bake
of an hour.
beaten whites. Pour Into a buttered from naif to
omelet pan and cook until well
browned,
for enjoyment unless there is a child ri
Ins three years old and a kitten rising
three weeks.
MORE GOOD THINGS

rub

one-ha-

one-ha-

three-fourth-

one-ha- lf

Tip-To- p

one-ha-

three-quarte-

THE ROMANCE

OF WORDS

"BRICK"
T IKE many other expressions
which, at first glance, appear to belong to the slang of a
very recent period, "He's a
brick" dates back to the days of
ancient history, Plutarch being
authority for the statement that
Lycurgus used It in connection
with the defense of Sparta.
The story goes that Lycurgus.
being a man of few words, was
asked whether Sparta should be
Inclosed with walls, and replied:
"That city Is well fortified
which has a wall of men Instead
of brick."
Another historical allusion of
the same nature was made when
an ambassador from Eplius, on
a diplomatic mission, was shown
by the king of Spnrta over his
capital. The ambassador was
amazed to see that the city was
apparently unfortified and remarked about the matter.
"Indeed," replied the king.
"Thou canst not have looked
carefully. Come with me tomorrow und I will show you the
walls of Spartu."
On the following morning the
king led Ills guest out upon the
plains, where his army was
drawn up In full battle force.
There, pointing proudly to the
solid battalions of armed men,
he exclaimed: "Thou beholdest
the walls of Sparta every man
of them a brick I"
Tho antiquity of the expression In English may be gathered
from the fact that the Ingoldsny
Legends contain the following
couplet:

STet

r

J
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Take two cupful of ham chopped
Half City, Half Desert
fine, three cupful of bread crumbs,
three eggs and enough sweet milk to On the Gulf of Aden Is a spot of
make a soft batter. Mix well, drop barren sand where a city springs up
nto gem pans, drop a piece of butter every winter and almost disappears In
the summer. This place Is called
In each and bake until brown.
A market Is held there everv
winter and during the height of tradFruit Betty.
Put a layer of crumbs In a well but- ing it becomes a city of rude huts and
tered baking dish, cover with blueber- tents with a population of over 20,.
000.
During the summer the place Is
ries, canned or fresh, then add another layer of bread with a bit of but- deserted. ,.
:
o
;
ter aiffl sugar If needed. Bake until
Green, White and Black.
welt heated, ' through. Serve with
Two men passed each other In
cream anigar.
Washington street. ,
Brown Bread.
"Hello, Green," said one,
"How are you, White?" said the
Take two eujjfuls of stale bread
f
pints of cold other.
crumbs, one and
And they both are black.
water, mix and soak over night, then

mm
;7

"ft

(Copyright.)
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Special Care of Baby.

jsu11in

u

-

prepared
MOTHERS

grown-up-

SHOULD READ

GENUINE

THE

BOOKLET

THAT

IS AROUND

EVERY

BOTTLE

OF FLETCHER'S

CASTOR I A

CASTOHM-

ALWAYS

Bears the Signature of

little.

t ke GreiA
iii
VnKnowrs

kl

U

"

na oaoy snouia nave a Ded of Its own all are aereen. Yt It
than to us
CheerfuInsandReSlto 1 a mens reasonable for an Infant to sleep with grown-up- s
man's medicine in an attempt to regulate the delicate oreanism of
npfher
Mineral. Not NahcoticI mat same intant. Either practice is to be shunned. Neither would
ue tuierateo.
dj specialists in children's diseases.
Your Physician will tell you that Baby's medicine must iff
prepared with even greater care than Baby's food.
A Baby's stomach when in good health is too often
disarrange
by improper food. Could you for a moment, then, think of
givinr
to your ailing child
anything but a medicine especially prepared
for Infants and Children ? Don't be deceived.
Make a mental note of this: It is important, Mothers, that
A Jiolnful Remedy fbf
should remember that to function well, the digestive
Diarrhoea
you
and
Constlpau'on
organ o
your Baby must receive special care. No Baby is so abnormal that-thnnd Fevcrisnness o.
nv Sleep
desired results may be had from the use of medicines
t (hettfrominWnyprimarily'
s.
for
i

t.ke my

clone,
r.b
Thovckt

IS fn

AT

Anapen
3 it t.rd dretrrs
And

'

TtMin6nidon! J

regular brick."

THE CHEERFUL CHERUB
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"In brief, I don't stick to declare
Father Dick,

Unlou.

I

Children Cry For
mmsmzSf

Contents 15 Fluid Dfaorfrri

AVcetable Preparatiofifbr

So they called him for short, was a
,

m

tiiiaiimMMi

-- ()-

Ham Pattlaa.

I Was

o9

Rain water and pure
Is a sensible combination
for a lovely complexion
Because of its rare puritf
and fragrance, beautiiil
women for thre geneW
tions have selected

r

TT

,

WaS going tO die.

It

yellow-flowere- d

WHAT A WOMAN DID

"A house Is never perfectly

"I hnv actually gained eight pounds
two weeks' time and am now eating
better, sleeping better and feeling bet
ter tnan I hnve In three or four years,
biiiu Airs. Leiesta fell, ,x Prince street,
Boston, Mass., recently, In telling of
the great benefits she has derived from
the use of Tanlac
My stomach was In such a bad fix
oefore I took Tanlac that I did not
dare eat much of anything, for If I did
would have so much pain and dis- tress from Indigestion thnt I felt like
T.
In

Suspect

Your Skin is tO
Fragrant and Smooth

MAN'S
BEST AGE

By
JOHN BLAKE

nature.

Entirely Overcame and She
Eats, Sleeps and Feels Better
Than in Years, Says Boston
Resident.

fn

effeu-Sol-

Uncommon

In

Thousands Have Kidney
Trouble and Never

KILLEB-rfKJSS-

life-wor- k

ment has existed

blue

" And the sledding's hard for you;
When your schemes go up the spuut
And you're feeling down and out ;
When you've shot and scored a uilss
Brace up and remember this:
Those who win are those who try.
So brace up and don't say die.
Swell your chest and try again;
Grit your teeth and smile nt pain.
Tackle trouble with a laugh
And you'll cut the dose In half.
Look the world square In the eye;
Buck the line and don't say die,
Laying down Is all the shame
Sit straight up und play the guine.
Don't dodge trouble if you do
It will doubly trouble you.
Meet each task with grit and vim.
Do the square thing, sink or swim.
If you see hard luck draw ilgh
I.augh again und don't say die.
Keep your face turned to the light.
Do your best und you're all right.
(Copyright)

SCHOOL DA1S

IN

Dyspepsia

Maupin

TX7HEN you're feeling rather

8 POUNDS

TWO WEEKS' TIME

BRACE UP

BSSSSSSSBB

FORWARD, BACKWARD

Sense

I

aiiiiiiiiiimiiiiiiiiiiimiiiiwiiiiiiiiiiiiiffi

St

spheres; no turning bnckwitrd, no Indecision, but a constant movement In
a forward direction, carrying us away
from the yesterdays to new dawnlngs
and new days.
The winds, the tides, the spinning
of the eartli In Its prescribed orbit,
the rising and the setting of the sun.
the coming and the going of the seasons, the blooming and the fading of
verdure and flowerB, all bear evidence
of progress, and eternal life.
Being n minute part of nature,
your little role In the great
scheme of creation, reciting your llnss.
do you ever pause to ask yourself
whether you are moving forward or
backward?
In spite of any thought you may
entertain In the matter, you ate going
ahead or drifting behind. Just as sure
ly as the roses bloom In summer and
the snows blanket the ground in winter.
Tou are better equipped for your
today than you were yesterday, or less efficient.
Your mental and physical forces
have undergone an Imperceptible
change and you have changed with
them.
You are a trifle more dexterous In
your work or slightly more clumsy.
In the last 24 hours you have not
remained In a quiescent state, for the
laws of motion have been silently at
work, carrying you a ctep or two forward or backward, setting you down
at the threshold of a new day a
being for better or worse,

IX1! Will M.
L

1
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GAINS

From cvt

TB0UOill

Exact Copy of Wrapper.

y

THt CINTAUH

COMMNV.

NIW

voaK CT

Gives Charming New Shade to Old

one-hal-

PUTNAM FADELESS DYES

Ungm 0;

dyes or tints as you wish

'

Date And all cattle in the following brands
Z F" en left side; "Cross I L
Of Sale Postponed By Order "Cross
The eiibEcriptkn price of The Advocate is now $2.00
A;" on left side, on left side, CrossL
Of The Court To July 10, on left thigh and V on jaw: MI on left
;er year. JViake t m it Knees payable to The AdVwate 11, 1922.
side and double "Diamond Tail" on
V
left side and jaw, and "A B bar
v.
ueme, N. M.
IN THE DISTRICT COURT, CATRON reverse J slash" not covered by
For the nut s'.xty day , subscriptions will be recived in COUNTY, SEVENTH JUDICIAL the first above
description and conul s of ten ir moie i t a discount of 10 per cent. If you DISTRICT, STATE OF NEW sisting of 460 head and more with
also 26 head
the brands thereof;
ave the time and wis.i io solicit sisbscrptions for The MEXICO.
more or less of horses and mares in
Mrs. Effiie M. Cooper, Assignee,)
thocate write for subscription blanks and same will
the following brands: "Cross H," "A,"
of Joe Melugin, agent,
)
and
'' "Cross ILaiy Seven," "
t forwarded byfirst mail. Allremiitancesby suLscripers
Plaintiff, )
"
with
increase.
V"
"Cross
It
together
2
vs.
)No.
must be made to "THE ADVOCATE" by check or money
being the intention of the description
Owen R. Walters, Clyde E. )
in this paragraph to cover such cattle
rcitr.
Walters, Leon R. Walters,
)

MMCE.

The

Cash

Store

.

'

Walters and the First )
National Bank of Magdalena, )
New Mexicf.
)
Defendants. J
NOTICE OP FORECLOSURE SALE.
Under and by virtue of an order of
sale and decree of foreclosure of certain chattel and real estate mortgages,
hereinafter mentioned, issued out of
the District Court of the Seventh Judicial District, in and for the County of
Catron, State of New Mexico, on the
Blh day of December, 1921, in the
the true intent of this description to
abtve entitled action, wherein Effie M. cover all cattle in the above brands be
Coper, Assignee of JoeMelugin.il the same more or less wheresoever the
.'laintiff, and Owen R. Walters, Clyde s ime may be found, also said brands and
E. Walters, Leon R. Walters, Laura
the right to use the same marks and
Walters and The First National Bank
brands, and carrying title, although
if Magdalena, New Mexico, a corpora-lion- ,
said property may have other marks
are defendants being cause num and brands.
bertwo (2) on the docket of said court,
AND FURTHER, I, the undersigned
wherein The Firtt National Bank ol
master and receiver, will, on
special
Magdalena, New Mexico, a banking
TUESDAY, the Uth day of July,!'. 22,
corporation, obtained judgment for at 10 o'clock A. M. of said
day, at the
$0574.94, with interest thereon at the
of the court house, Reserve,
frontdoor
rate of ten per cent, from August
Catron County, New Mexico, sell at
31, 1921, until paid, against Mrs. Eftii
public auction to the highest and best
M. Cooper, plaintiff, and Owen P.. Walbidder for cash, the following describWalE.
R.
Walters, Leon
ters, Clyde
ed real estate1, mentioned in said real
ters, and Laura Walters, defendants,
above described, as
..nd decree of foreclosure of a certain estate mortgage
i
hattel mortgage, made and executed follows:
SouthSouth
of
the
All
the
half
(Si)
December 4th, 1919, by Mrs. Effie M.
the South half
Cooper and Claude E, Humphrey, at east quarter (SEi) and
mortgagors, to said bank as mortgager (SI) of the Southwest quarter (SWi)
and which said mortgage was filed foi of Section four (4) and South half (Si)
record in tbe office of the county clerk of the Southwest quarter (SWi) and
Southeast quarter
:md Recorder of Socorro county", New South half (SJ)
Mexico, on January 26, 1920, and num- (SEi) of section five (6) and Southwest
bered 6J61, securing a promissory note quarter (SWJ) of section eight (8) and
for $5000.00, with interest, and any Northwest quarter (NWI) of Section
Four
(4)
(9), Township
renewals or extensions thereof, and Nine
which indebtedness Owen R. Walters, South, Range Seventeen (17) West, N.
M. containing six hundred
Clyde E. Walters, Leon R. Walters M. M. P.
and Laura Walters assumed and agreed and forty (640) acres and referred to
to pay, the property securing said in as what is known as the Cooper Home
debtedness being certain cattle and Ranch in the county of Socorro (now
4 brands hereinafter
described, an(j Catron county), New Mexico
That the amount of Said judgments
wnich mortgage was a hrst ana prior
I en
thereon, and also, a judgment and with interest to the date of sale are as
The First National Bank of
docree of foreclosure of a certain real follows:
estate mortgHge made and executed Magdalena, New Mexico, $7141.21, and
Effie M. Mis. Effie M. Cooper $13,493.66, total
Jecember 4, 1919, by
as
"plaintiff,
mortgagor, to amount of judgments $20,634.87
Cooper,
Wm. R. MORLEY,
i!!en Falconer, trustee, as mortgagee,
Special Master and Receiver.
for and on behalf of said bank, which
mortgage was duly recorded in the
office of the county clerk and recorder
MADDEN
BUNTON
of Socorro county, New Mexico, ph
January 26, 1920, in Book of MortLawyers .'
OFFICES
gages, No. 87, at page 413, and further
MAGDALENA
securing said note for $6000.00 and in- SOCORRO
terest, and the lenewals and exten- Fitch Bldg.
Wilson Bldf.
sion thereof, the real estate mentioned
Practice in all the Courts
in said mortgage being hereinafter deAND
scribed and setforth.
WHEREIN UNDER SAID DECREE,
the plaintiff, Mrs. Effie M. Cooper,
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATI0N.-Departmeobtained a judgment against Owen k.
of the Interior U.S. Land
Walters, Cly.de E. Walters, Leon F.
Walters and Laura Walters,, and Office at Las Cruces, New Mexico. May
decree of foreclosure of a certain chat- 19.1922.
Notice is hereby given that Eusebio
tel mortgage, made and executed July
29th, 1920, by Owen K. Walters, Clyde M. Aragon, of Aragon, New Mexico
E. Walters, Leon R. Walters and who.on March 26,1920 made Homestead
Laura Walters, defendants in said Entry No. 019968 for Wi SWJ Sec.23;
ibove entitled cause, as mortgagors, to SEi Sec. 22; NEi, NJ SEi Section 27
Joe Melugin, mortgagee, which mort- Township 2 S. Range 19 W. N. M. P.
gage was duly recoided in the office of Meridian, has filed notice of intention
the county clerk and recorder of So- to make final three years Proof, U
abovt
corro county, New Mexico, on August establish claim to the land
C. Turk, U. i
9, 1920, in Book 87, at page 649, secur described before T.
at Reserve New Mexi
ing three certain promissory notes, Commissioner,
each for the sum of $3529.11, with on ihe 12th day of July 1922.
Claimant names as witnesses:
interest at the rate of six per cent per
David Archuleta Salvador Archule'
annum from date until paid and
fees, the property se- Frank Peralta Alberto Archuleta i
attorney's
New Mexico, Nemecia Ascarat
said
indebtness
curing
being Aragon
Registe
certain cattle, the increase thet
of, brands, and certain horses arid
mares, all being hereinafter more par
ticlarly described, which chattel mortNOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
gage was a second mortgage and sub
Department of the Interior, U.S. Land
ject to said prior mortgage in favor of Office at Las Cruces, New Mexico. Jum
The First National bank of Magdale3. 1922.
,.
na, New Mexico, above mentioned, ant
NOTICE is hereby given that Emmy
hich mortgage and the indebtedne.--i H.
Reuter.of Aragon, New Mexico, wh
.cured thereby was legally assigned it on
21, 1917 made Homesteui
August
iiting to Mis. Effie M. Cooper, Entry No.016827,forSj NEi SEJ NWi;
ilaintiff, by Joe Melugin and Elva I, . Si SEi NWi; Ni Ni NEi SWJ; SWi
.vlelugin, his wife, on July 9, 1920, ant NWi NEi SWJ; NEi NWi SWi; SLi
which assignment was duly recordei
NWi NWi SWi;NWi SEi NWi SWi;
in the office of the county clerk anf
NEI SWi NWi SWi; WJ SWi MW
recorder of Socoirocounly New Mexici
SWi; Ni NEi SEi NWi; SEi NEi
NOW THEREFORE, I, the
Nwi: ?1 NEI NEi Nwi Section 17 and
Special Master and Receiver, Ei SEi NEi SEi Section 18,
Township.
duly appointed as such under said judg- 5 S
Range 17 W., N. M. P. Meridian
ment and decree, wi'l on
has filed notice of intention to make
MONDAY ,the 10th day of July,1922, final
three yea? Proof, to establish
at ten o'clock A. M. of said day.j at claim to the land above described, before
the front door of the poslbffice, Ara T. C. Turk. U. S. Commissioner
at
gon, New Mexico, sell atpublic auction, Reserve. New Mexico, on the 25th
day
to the highest and best bidder, foi
of July, 1922.
cash, the following described personal
Claimant names as witnesses:
property and chattels,
J. w. Shimmins, of Reserve, ' New
All that certain herd of range cattle Mexico. '
consisting of 400 head or more of cows
M. P. Birmingham, of Aragon New
calves, bulls.steers and heifers branded Mexico.
V on jaw and Cros L on left hip and
I. C. Bruce,' of Reserve New Mexico
"Diamond Tail" on left side and
F. S. Brock, of Aragon. New Mexico
"Diamond Tail" on left hip as descriNemacis Asearate,
'
ed in the said chattel mortgage to The
'
Register.
First National Bank of Magdalena,
Lau.--

.

The Small Store
With
Laige Business

The

Groceries,

under the second mortgage of the Wal
ters to Melugin, assigned to plaintiff,
that are not covered by the first chattle
mortgage to Tbe First National Bank
of Magdalena, and in addition the
horses and mares, all of which cattle,,
horses and mares are now ranging at
or near what is known as the Cooper
or N H Ranch, located about ten
miles northwest of the town of Aragon
Socorro (now Catron county), New
Mexico, together with all the increase
and offspring of said cattle. It being

Dry Goods,
Shoes, etc.

MAGDALENA

MERCANTILE

MAGDALENA,

COMPANY

NEW MEXICO

i

,

T.

C.

Turk,
Pc? rve, New Mexico

The Reserve Garage
Lathe Work
General Kcpairirg,
Oxy Acetylene Welding
GcS, Cits, Accessories and Supplies
Compere our prices with others.

t

EVERY JOB GUARANTEED

I

'

V

A. G. HIIL,

Ma-pp--

t

Phone No. 3

or.

M.

MODERN, UP - TO DATE!
STEAM HEATED

HOT and COLD RUNNING WATER

0

'

-

Hotel Aragcn
HERMAN A, FUNKE, Proprietor
We tJse Every Effort to Please Our Patrons

nt

The Best Meals and Dininj? Room Service
MAKE IT YOUR HOME WHILE IN MAGDALENA

f

WHEN

YOU VISIT

MAGDALENA

EAT AT THE-

-

ena Cafe
Gtod Service

Courteous Treatment

,L All the Delicaces Jlhat the Market Affords

.

I

WE APPRECIATE AND WANT YOUR PATRONAGE
4

I Reserve' Pool Kail
p2

Higgins

Crsrs,

Tobaccos, Cold Drinks
Lunch Goods

S

S

& McAfee, Proprietors;

A

peasant place to s nd

$S$9SSV

a leisure hour or two

sww $$$$$$$$

unjei-signe-

d

Morley Refuge

NOTICE

OF FORFEITURE

At a meeting of the State To: Mike Mandoll, H. M.
Dougherty
at
held
and Carrie M. Childers, their heirs,,
Game
Commis'sion,
executors and administrators, and
Sant Fe, on Aprii 8th, the fol
to All whom it May Concern: v.
area set
lowing Described
You are hereby notified that we have
aside to be known as Morley
expended Five Hundred Dollars ($500.00)
game refuge:
in labor and improvements
the

upon
10 W. IRON CROWN
unpatented lode mining
situated within Catron County. claim, for the benefit of the group of
contiguous claims, which group embraSigned
ces' the. Iron Crown, Iron Cross, Iron
P.
Gable
Thomas
,
Bar, Iron Ring and Iron unpatented
State Game am Fish Warden. lode
mining ciairns, situate in the
NOTICE OF APPOINMEN"T OF AD- Cooney Mining District, Catron
county,
MINISTRATE:
State of Now Mexico, the location
OF
IN THE PROBATE COURT
notii es of said claims
being recorded in
CATRON, NEW MEXICO.
the office of the county clerk of Socorro
In the Matter of the Estate of , W.
county, New Mexico, in the following
B. Shellhorn, deceassed.
books and p;;gcs . of Mining , Location
Notice.
'
Reboids.
...
Notice is hereby given that the
Cross inBook 35, page 584.
Iron
undersigned was on the 1st day of May,
Iron Bar, Book 35, page 584.
the Probate
1922, duly appointed by
Iron Crown, Bork 35, page 537,
Court of Catron County, New Mexico
Administratrix of the estate of W.
Iron Rring-- Bonk 23, page 537.
D. Shellhorn dsceassed, late of said
Iron, Book, 71, psige 102.
That said expenditure was ma'de in
County of Catron. All persons having
claims against said estate are hereby order to hold said claims under the pronotified that they are required to present visions of the laws of the UnitedStates
and file the same duly verified, within of America, and the state of New
tneyear from the date of said Mexico, and being at the rate of One
appointment, the time prescribed by
Law, otherwise the same will be barred Hundred Dollars flOO.OO per year for
each claim in said group, and that the
Mrs. W.D. Shellhorn.
amount expended was.expended as re.Administratrix.
quired by law in order to hold said
Post Office Adress.
claims for the year 1S20 and that the
Glenwood, New, Mexico.
time for the doine- of which work
pired on July 1st, "1921."
NOTICE OF APPOINMENT OF
You and each of you are hereby notifiADMINISTRATOR
, ed
that if, within tiinety90Jdays after
IN THE PROBATE
COURT OF this notice
by pubiicationy
fail or
CATRON COUNTY, NEW MEXICO. refuse to
rata share
In the matters of the Estate
of of such contiibuteycur pro
expenditure, your respective
deceased.
Walter
Hotchkiss,
interests in said claims will become the
NOTICE.
property of the subscribers under the
NOTICE is hereby given that the
provisions of section 324 revised statof
on
the
6th
waa
undersigned
day
utes of the Unitad States; that the pro
ProMay 1922, duly appointed by the
rata share of each of. you is as follows:
bate Court of Catron County, New
Mike Mantle, his heirs, executors and
Mexico, Administrator of the estate of administrators, the sum of
Fifty-fivof
Walter Hotchkiss deceassed, late
Dollars and
cents "$55.64 or
said County of Catron.
of the whole amount.
All peisons having elaims against
Carrie M. Childers, her heirs, execu-roestate are hereby notified that they are
and administrators, the sum of
required to present and file the same Twenty seven Dollars and seventy-seve- n
duly verified, within one year from the
cents $27.77 or
date of said appointment, the time thereot.
prescribed by law, otherwise the same
H. M. Dougherty, his heirs, exceuu-tcr- s
will be barred.
and administrators, the sum of
Junes Hotchkiss,
Eighty-thre- e
Dollars 'and thirty-thre- e
'
Administrator.
cents, $83.33Jor
of :the" total
Post Office Address:
'
T'
amount
Silver City, N. M.
The foreg. 'ng expenditure of Five
Hundred Dollar
mO.GO was made in
ihe tunnel and also
sinking a shaft
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
running, a cicsf iiti. turn said funnel,
U
S.Land
of
the Interior,
Department
all on said
( KOWN
claim, and
Office at Las Cruces, New Mexico said
work actufby bene flitted andterd-e- d
May 8, 1922.
todtvelop all of the claims in said
Notice is hereby given that Robert
group
J. Howell, of Luna, New Mexico who
EMIL PETERSON.
on September 11, 1917 made Homestead
.
SYI
W
016688
forthe
No.
NEi
NEi,
Entry
i
First pubApr22, last pub July 15
SWi, NWi NEi SWi. Wi SWI NEi
SWi.Ei NEi Lot 1 35 acres, SEi Lot
13 10 acres , Si SWi Lotl3 ,2.85 acr-- s,
NOTICE OR PUBLICATION.
NWi Lot 14 5. 90 acres , NWi NEi Depawtnitnt f the Interior, U.S. Land
Lot 14 2. 50 acres ', Section 6 Town
Olrice at
Cruces, New Mexico
M y 6, J!2i
ship 6 S., Range 20 W., N. M. P.
Meridian, containing 46. 25 acree, has
Notice is he ely givtn that Lonnte
filed notice of intention to make final B. Scott olMoxiVn
three year Proof, to establish claim to who on July, 14, Ib20 made Homestead
the laud above described before T. C. Entry NoOIj'mI for NJ Seorion
la; Si
Turk, U. S. Commissioner, at Reserve, Section 12
2 S. Range 13 W.
Wnhhip
New Mexico, or the 1st day of July, 1922. N. M. P.
Meridian, has filed notice of
Claimant names as witnesses:
intentian toniake final three year Proof
A. O. Reynolds F. M. Swapp, Edgar to establish claim to the land
above
E. Brunk W. S. Laney of Luna New described before Justiniano
Baca U,
'
Nemecia Asearate,
Mexico.
S. Commissioner, at Magdalena, New
Register Mexico on the 2c, ih day of June 1922.
Claimant n 'meg. as witnesses:
Sid Mathers Jack Mathors L. B.
T6 WHOM IT MAY CONCERN:
Moore N. A. Liggers of Gieens
Gap
I. Louis Jones, have bought! New Mexico
Nemecia Asrarnt
of Mrs. S. M.KittThe Glenwood
Register.
Cash Store and nhe is to pay all
All

of
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outstanding depts.
Louis Jones.
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